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1 Introduction

The World Bank is supporting the Government of Armenia with the strengthening of the power
transmission network under the ongoing Electricity Supply Reliability Project (ESRP). Development
objective of this Project is to increase reliability and capacity of the transmission network. The
Project consists of two components – (i) strengthening of power transmission network, and (ii)
technical assistance.

Under ESRP, the High Voltage Electric Networks (HVEN), the power transmission company, is
already replacing a 220 kV overhead transmission line from Hrazdan TPP substation to Shinuhayr
substation.

There are savings under the ESRP, which the Government intends to use for replacement of 110
kV Noyemberyan Overhead Transmission Line (OTL) from the Alaverdi-2 220/110/35 kV substation
to Noyemberyan 110/35 kV substation in Haghtanak village, and 110 kV Lalvar OTL from the same
Alaverdi-2 substation to Noyemberyan substation with the T-branch to Sadakhlo substation in
Georgia. Both OTLs run as two different OTL circuits through the same set of towers.

Those OTLs supply power to large electricity consumers in the North-Eastern part of Armenia. The
above mentioned existing OTLs are around 50 years old and severely dilapidated, as confirmed by
the results of a representative sample of metal tests. This jeopardizes the security and reliability of
the power supply in the region.

Four routing alternatives were considered based on their scope of environmental interference and
involuntary resettlement including No-Project Alternative.

Thepresent Implementation-Ready Environmental Management plan (IREMP) has been developed
on the basis of the ESIA report developed by the same team.The ESIA report, as well as the
present IREMP is based on the detailed design of the OTLs and carries all necessary details
required for guiding physical works as well as for performing their environmental supervision.

The purpose of IREMP is to avoid and minimize the potential negative impacts of the construction and
operation of Lalvar and Noyemberyan110 kV OTLs on the natural and social environment, as well as
on the archaeological/historical and cultural resources along the ROW. The IREMP contains not only
the detailed site-specific and activity-specific mitigation measures, but also monitoring activities to be
undertaken during preconstruction, construction, and operation periods. Impacts of the construction
stage are assessed to be most significant. However, they will be temporary in nature and can be
managed effectively with the presented mitigation measures.

The IREMP will become an integral part of Contractor’s contractual liabilities.
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2 Project Description

The new 110 kV double circuit OTLs will run 25.5 km from the Alaverdi-2 220/110/35 kV substation
in the northern central part of the Republic of Armenia (Lori Marz) to the 110/35 kV Noyemberyan
substation in Haghtanak village in the north-east (TavushMarz).

The new OTLs will include new double circuit towers and foundations, new aluminum conductor
steel reinforced (ACSR) conductors, new shieldwire, earthing at each tower site, new connections
to the National Grid via the Alaverdi-2 substation, new connections to the Noyemberyan 110/35 kV
distribution substation at Haghtanak and the T-connections from the new main OTL for Akhtala
railway substation and Matur mining substation.

The new OTLs will be constructed in a new corridor (50 m width), with deviations from the existing
corridor by around 50 m in some parts required in order to avoid settlements and sensitive natural
receptors. The line routing features several wide over-spans of canyons. Most of the new tower
locations have existing access tracks or roads. Land acquisition will be required in the locations
where new towers will be placed, for constructing extension to the Noyemberyan substation, and
possibly for the construction of new access roads.

The existing 110 kV OTL shall be completely dismantled when the new line enters into operation.
HVEN will be responsible for dismantling of the old OTLs and will finance the dismantling from its
own funds.

According to HVEN, disconnecting of the existing lines from the grid will not be necessary during
construction. Thus, no power outage will occur during construction works.

The transmission line corridor for Lalvar and Noyemberyan 110 kV OTLs is shown in Map 2-1.
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Map2-1:220kVtransmission linecorridor
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3 Legislative and Institutional Framework

3.1. National Legislation
Constitution

In accordance with article 12 of the Constitution of the Republic of Armenia (adopted in 1995 and
amended in 2005 and 2015) “The State stimulates protection, improvement and restoration of the
environment and reasonable use of the natural resources based on the principle of steady
development and taking into account the responsibility to the future generation. Everybody is
obliged to take care of environmental protection”. Article 85 of the constitution provides that
“Everyone has, in accordance with the law, the right of health protection”.

Since 1991 more than 25 codes and laws as well as numerous by-laws and regulations have been
adopted to protect the environment.

Land Code (2001)

The Land Code stipulates that the possession, disposition and use of lands shall not cause damage
to the environment, defensibility and security of the country shall not violate the rights and lawful
interests of citizens and other persons. The Land Code defines the main directions for use and
disposition of the state lands, included those allocated for various purposes, such as agriculture,
urban construction, industry and mining, energy production, transmission and communication lines,
transport and other purposes.

Water Code (2002)

The main purpose of the Water Code is to provide the legal basis for the protection of the country’s
water resources, the satisfaction of water needs of citizens and economic sectors through effective
management of water resources, and safeguarding the protection of water resources for future
generations.

Code on subsoil (2011)

The code defines principles and rules of mining in the RA, the relations related to preservation and
use of the deposits, conditions and requirements of efficient use, complex use and preservation of
deposits, security of mining and protecting the environment from its negative impacts, as well as
protection of rights of the state, citizens and users of deposits.

Labour Code

The Labour Code of the RA, adopted on 9 November, 2004, protects the rights and interests of
employees and employers in collective and individual employment relationships, establishes state
guarantees for labour rights and freedoms, and promotes the creation of favorable conditions of
work.

The labour relations between the employee and employer are originated on the basis of labour
contract concluded in a procedure established by the Labor Code and other normative legal acts
containing norms on labour law.

Law on Environmental Impact Assessment and Expertise (2014)

The Law on environmental impact assessment and expertise was adopted on July 2014. The Law
provides legal basis undertaking state environmental expertise of planned activities and concepts
and presents standard steps of EIA process. The Law establishes general legal, economic, and
organizational principles for conducting mandatory State EIA of various types of projects and
concepts of sectorial development.
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According to this law, activities are classified into 3 categories: A, B, C. The categories are defined
on the basis of the volume of the activity, characteristics and the level of impact on environment.

The length and the complexity of the procedure depend on the categorization of the planned activity.

In the Law “Overhead transmission lines of 110 kV and higher voltage” are listed as an item
requiring an EIA process under Category B.

Law on the Protection and Use of Fixed Cultural and Historic Monuments and Historic
Environment (1998)

The Law on the Protection and Use of Fixed Cultural and Historic Monuments and Historic
Environment was adopted by the National Assembly on November 11, 1998. It provides the legal
and policy basis for the protection and use of such monuments in Armenia and regulates the
relations between protection and use activities. Article 22 requires the approval of the authorized
body (Department of Historic and Cultural Monuments Preservation) before land can be allocated
for construction, agricultural and other types of activities in areas containing monuments.

Law on Flora (1999)

The law defines RA state policy in the field of maintenance, protection, usage and regeneration of
flora. The law defines objectives of flora examination, state monitoring, state inventory,
requirements and approaches of red book preparation on flora, conditions, peculiarities, limitations
of allocation of flora objects for purposeful usage, basis of termination of the right to use, provisions
on flora maintenance, and economic encouragement of usage and implementation of supervision.

Law on Fauna (2000)

The law defines RA state policy in the field of maintenance, protection, usage and regeneration of
fauna.  The law defines the objectives of survey of the fauna,  state monitoring, state inventory,
requirements and approaches of red book preparation on fauna, conditions, peculiarities, limitations
of allocation of fauna objects for purposeful usage, basis of termination of the right to use,
provisions on fauna maintenance, and economic encouragement of usage and implementation of
supervision.

Law on Wastes (2004)

The law regulates legal and economic relations connected to the collection, transfer, maintenance,
development, reduction of volumes, prevention of negative impact on human health and
environment. The law defines the main principles and directions of state policy, the principles of
state standardization, inventory, and introduction of statistical data, the implementation of their
requirements and mechanisms, the principles of wastes processing, the requirements for presenting
wastes for the state monitoring, activities to decrease the amount of the wastes, including nature
utilization payments, as well as the compensation for the damages caused to the human health and
environment by the legal entities and individuals, using the wastes, as well as requirements for state
monitoring and legal violations.

Law on Environmental Oversight (2005)

The Law regulates the issues of organization and enforcement of oversight over the implementation
of environmental legislation of the Republic of Armenia, and defines the legal and economic bases
underlying the specifics of oversight, the relevant procedures, conditions and relations, as well as
environmental oversight in the Republic of Armenia.

Law on Specially Protected Natural Areas (2006)
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The law defines legal basis and relations of state policy for development, restoration, maintenance,
reproduction and use of natural complex and separate objects, as well as ecosystems of specially
protected natural areas of the Republic. According to the law, specially protected natural areas are
divided into four categories, National parks, State Reserves, Natural museums and the forth
category is divided into three separate types: areas of international, republican and local
importance. Law defines concepts, regimes of maintenance, principles of preparation of specially
protected natural areas management plans, monitoring, calculation and state registrar, as well as
the requirements of usage, limitations and principles, rights and obligations of state governmental
and local governmental bodies, maintenance bodies of the protected areas, the rights public to get
an information on protected areas, financial sources of protected areas, requirement of supervision
and responsibility for violating the Law on Specially Protected Natural Areas.

Energy Security Concept of the Republic of Armenia” (adopted by the President of RA, 2013)

Energy Security Concept of the Republic of Armenia is aimed to ensure the energy security of the
Republic of Armenia in conformity with the provisions of the national security strategy. According to
this concept energy security is a complex of political, economic, legal, organizational and other
measures which aim to provide reliable and high-quality power supply on daily basis, as well as in
emergency situations and in times of war.

The implementation of this document is motivated by the rapidly developing social-economic and
political situation in the region, the global economic crisis, as well as by need to ensure RA’s energy
independence and security in times of possible emergencies and war. The document also has an
objective to ensure RA’s proper engagement in regional programs organized by international
organizations, the European Union, the Russian Federation and the United States of America and
finally by the importance of creating long term strategic supply (stock) of fuel and energy resources.

3.2. Permits and consents required prior to commencement of construction works
of the Transmission lines

· Positive conclusion for construction of the Transmission line connecting the Plant to the Grid
issued by the State Environmental Expertise SNCO of the Ministry of Nature Protection.
Such conclusion is required in accordance with the Law on Environmental Impact
Assessment and Expertise.

· Construction license in the area of the capital construction, including development of
documents for urban development, engineering research and expertise to be held by the
CC.

· Construction license in the area of capital construction to be held by the construction
company providing works.

· Constructions permit to be issued by the Head of Community.

· Consent from the relevant local/regional authorities (usually community administration) for
disposal of excavated materials and construction wastes in the approved dump site shall be
obtained by Construction Contractor prior to transportation and disposal of construction
concrete rubbles, debris and spoils as well as excessive excavation materials in such dump
sites.

3.3. International Agreements
In addition to the above presented list of laws, numerous strategies, concept frameworks, and
national programs related to the nature protection have been developed, as well as a number of
international agreements and conventions have been signed and ratified by the Republic of
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Armenia. The table below shows the list of relevant International Conventions and Protocols as well
as their status with respect to signing and ratification by the Republic of Armenia.

Table 3.1. International Conventions and Protocols signed and ratified by the RA.

NN Convention or Protocol,
Name and Place In Force Signed  Ratified Comment

1 Convention on Biological Diversity,
(Rio-De-Janeiro, 1992) 1993 1992 1993 Re-registered in

UN 1993

2 UN Framework Convention  on Climate
Change,  (New-York, 1992) 1994 1992 1993 Re-registered in

UN in 1993

3 Kyoto Protocol,  (Kyoto, 1997) 2005 2002

4

Convention on Long-range
Transboundary Air Pollution, (Geneva,
1979)

1983 1996
Re-registered in

UN in 1997

Protocol on Persistent Organic Pollutants,
(Aarhus, 1998) 1998

Protocol to Abate Acidification, Eutrofication
and Ground-level Ozone,  (Gothenburg,
1999)

1999

5

Convention on Environmental Impact
Assessment in a Transboundary Context,
(Espoo, 1991)

1997 1996 Re-registered in
UN in 1997

Protocol on Strategic Environmental
Assessment,  (Kiev, 2003) 2003

6
UN Convention to Combat Desertification,

(Paris, 1994)
1996 1994 1997 Re-registered in

UN in 1997

7

Convention on the Control of
Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and Their Disposal,  (Basel,
1989)

1992 1999 Re-registered in
UN in 1999

8

Convention for the Protection of the
Ozone Layer, (Vienna, 1985.) 1988 1999 Re-registered in

UN in 1999

Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer,  (Montreal,
1987)

1989 1999 Re-registered in
UN in 1999
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NN Convention or Protocol,
Name and Place In Force Signed  Ratified Comment

9

Convention on Access to Information,
Public Participation in Decision-Making
and Access to Justice in Environmental
Matters,

(Aarhus, 1998)

2001 1998 2001

10

Convention on Protection and Use of
Trans-boundary Watercourses and
International Lakes,  (Helsinki, 1992)

1996 1999

Protocol on Water and Health,
(London, 1999)

1999

3.4. The World Bank Safeguard Policies
The World Bank OP/BP 4.01 Environmental Assessment is considered to be the umbrella policy for
the Bank's environmental safeguard policies. These policies are critical for ensuring that potentially
adverse environmental and social consequences are identified, minimized, and properly mitigated.
The safeguard policies, the triggers for each policy, as well as status of their relevancy for the
proposed project are presented in the table below:

Table 3.2.WB safeguardspolicies

Operational Policy Triggers Status

Environmental
Assessment (OP 4.01)

If a project is likely to have (adverse) environmental risks
and impacts in its area of influence.

Yes

Forests

(OP 4.36)

Forest sector activities and other Bank sponsored
interventions which have potential to impact significantly
upon forested areas.

Yes

Involuntary
Resettlement
(OP 4.12)

Physical relocation and land loss resulting in: (i) relocation
or loss of shelter; (ii) loss of assets or access to assets; (iii)
loss of income sources or means of livelihood, whether or
not the affected people must move to another location.

Yes

Indigenous Peoples
(OP 4.10)

If there are indigenous peoples in the project area, and
potential adverse impacts on indigenous peoples are
anticipated, and indigenous peoples are among the intended
beneficiaries.

No

Safety of Dams
(OP 4.37)

If a project involves construction of a large dam (15 m or
higher) or a high hazard dam; If a project is dependent upon
an existing dam, or dam under construction.

No
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Operational Policy Triggers Status

Pest Management
(OP 4.09)

If procurement of pesticides is envisaged; If the project may
affect pest management in the way that harm could be
done, even though the project is not envisaged to procure
pesticides. This includes projects that may (i) lead to
substantially increased pesticide use and subsequent
increase in health and environmental risk, (ii) maintain or
expand present pest management practices that are
unsustainable, not based on an IPM approach, pose
significant health or environmental risks.

No

Physical Cultural
Resources
(OP 4.11)

The policy is triggered by projects which, prima facie, entail
the risk of damaging cultural property (e.g. any project that
includes large scale excavations, movement of earth,
surface environmental changes or demolition).

Yes

Natural Habitats
(OP 4.04)

The policy is triggered by any project with the potential to
cause significant conversion (loss) or degradation of natural
habitats whether directly (through construction) or indirectly
(through human activities induced by the project).

Yes

Projects in Disputed
Areas (OP 7.60)

The policy is triggered if the proposed project will be in a
“disputed area”.

No

Projects on
International
Waterways
(OP 7.50)

If the project is on international waterway such as: any river,
canal, lake, or similar body of water that forms a boundary
between, or any river or body of surface water that flows
through, two or more states ( or any tributary or other body
of surface water that is a component of this waterway); any
bay, gulf, strait, or channel bounded by two or more states
or, if within one state, recognized as a necessary channel of
communication between the open sea and other states-and
any river flowing into such waters.

No

The project is classified as the Environmental Category “B” in accordance with the World Bank
OP/BP 4.01.

3.5. Administrative Framework
This section identifies all major parties to be involved in the project implementation and summarizes
their roles and responsibilities primarily, but not exclusively from an environmental perspective.
More details including capacity development and training needs are provided in Section 6 of this
report.

Implementation Agency (IA)
HVEN is an implementing agency for transmission lines and is responsible for all operations under
the Project, including its compliance with the national environmental and social legislation and the
World Bank’s safeguard policies.
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Prticularly, IA will be responsible for overall project implementation monitoring and reporting to WB,
including but not limited to:

i. Guarantee that all relevant requirements of Environmental Management Plan (including
nature protection designing and mitigation measures) are properly included in the project
tender documents.

ii. Ensure that all necessary permissions and/or agreement required from the relevant
government institutions are received by CC prior to any construction works under the
Project.

iii. Ensure that CC understood his obligations on mitigation of the problems of environmental
protection connected with construction and training of his personnel in implementation of
EMP.

iv. Monitoring of EMP implementation by the CC according to the plan of environment
monitoring.

Construction Contractor (CC)

Construction Contractor is an Independent company which is responsible for design and
construction of the OTLs.

Construction Contractor being the direct implementing organization for management of all aspects
of preparation and construction under the project is responsible for environmental management,
but it is not limited, to the following certain obligations:

· implementation of applicable laws, regulations and standards;
· receiving of necessary permissions and/or agreement
· ensure that mitigation measures to reduce impacts during the construction phase are

implemented;
· ensure that monitoring to be undertaken during construction is implemented;
· ensure compliance with the environmental and social management plan; and
· ensure that health and safety requirements are respected.

Governmental agencies

Governmental agencies that are likely to be involved into the Project implementation according to
their mandates include the Ministry of Nature Protection and the Ministry of Culture.

Ministry of Nature Protection

The Ministry of Nature Protection (MNP) is responsible for protection, sustainable use, and
regeneration of natural resources as well as the improvement of the environment in the Republic of
Armenia. In those areas, the MNP’s authority includes overseeing national policy development,
developing environmental standards and guidelines, and enforcement. The MNP implements those
functions through the following structural departments:

· Department of EnvironmentalProtectionPolicy

· Department on Monitoring of Environmental Strategic Program

· Legal Department

· Information and PublicRelationDepartment

· Financial-economicDepartment

· Department of Underground Resources and Land Protection Policy
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· Department of International Cooperation

The MNP also undertakes several functions through the following key detached divisions and
subordinate bodies:

· WaterResources Management Agency

WRMA is the key institution responsible for the water resources management: development of
National Water Policy and National Water Plan; classification of water resources by their purpose of
usage; participation in water standards development and supervise their application, issue water
use permits, etc. Prior to operation of the PV Plant, it is necessary to receive the Water System Use
Permit from this Agency.

• Environmental Impact Expertise Center SNCO(conduct environmental assessments, issue
conclusions).

• State Environmental Inspectorate (includes 11 Regional Environmental Inspectorates:
oversee the implementation of legislative and regulatory standards in natural resources
protection, use and regeneration. It also conducts environmental inspections at worksites for
control of environmental measures and valid permits). During construction and operation of
OTLs, the implementation of environmental legislation requirements will be supervised by
the State Environmental Inspectorate’s Tavush and LoriMarz Inspectorates.

• Environmental Impact Monitoring Center (collects water quality data from 131 sampling
points), including from Debed river basin, which is adjacent to the OTL’s area.

Ministry of Energy Infrastructures and Natural Resources

The Ministry of Energy Infrastructures and Natural Resources (MoEINR) is a state body of executive
authority, which elaborates and implements the policies of the Republic of Armenia Government in
the energy and natural resources management sector. The MoEINR implements the functions
related to natural resources management through the following structural departments:

· SubsoilConcession Agency

· Mineral Resources Agency

· State Energy Inspectorate - the inspectorate issues startup conclusion for the power plants.

· StateMiningInspectorate

· State Committee of Water Economy.

Ministry of Health

The Ministry of Health (MoH) is a state body of executive authority, which elaborates and
implements the policies of the Republic of Armenia Government in the healthcare sector. The MoH
implements the functions related to development and organization of implementation of healthcare
management policy and state projects, development and approval and sanitary norms and rules,
drafting as well as oversight over implementation of laws and regulations related to healthcare
sector.

The MoH has the following separate divisions and state agencies:

· Medical AidPolicyDepartment.

· Maternal and Child Healthcare Department.

· Legal Department.
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· Medication and Medical Technology Policy Department.

· Licensing Agency.

· NationalHealthcareInspectorate.

Ministry of Culture

The Ministry of Culture is a republican body of executive authority, which elaborates and
implements the policies of the Republic of Armenia Government in the culture sector.
The Minstry of Culture has the following state agencies:

(i) The Agency of History and Cultural Monuments Protection, which provides services in
the field of historical and cultural monuments preservation, use of historical and cultural
monuments and specially protected areas, State registration, examination,
preservation, repair, restoration, use and so on.

(ii) The Agency for Protection of Cultural Heritage provides services in the field of protection of
cultural property - illegally exported cultural property, illegal imports and illegal transfer of
ownership of cultural property, prevention and prevention and promote the development of
international cultural cooperation and exchange.

Ministry of Agriculture
The Ministry of Agriculture is a republican body of executive authority which develops and
implements RA government's policies in the field of agriculture and forestry management.

(iii) Armforest SNCO is a state owned non-commercial organisation responsible for the
monitoring and management of Armenian state forests.

Table 3.3. Key Stakeholders Matrix:

No. StakeholderStakeholder Role / Responsibility Role / Rpsibility

1 Implementation Agency
IA is responsible for overall project
implementation monitoring and
reporting to WB.

2 Construction Contractor Design and construction of the OTLs

3 Head of Local Community Issues Construction permit

4
Ministry of Nature Protection /
Environmental Inspectorate/Environmental
Impact Assessment Expertise Centre

Environmental impact assessment
expertise;
Supervision of the compliance with the
effective environmental legislation

5
Ministry of Energy Infrastructures and
Natural Resources/State energy
inspectorate

Issues Startup conclusion for the OTL.

6 Ministry of Health/ National Healthcare
Inspectorate

Supervision of the population and
employees health

7 Ministry of Culture / Agency for Protection
of Historical and Cultural Monuments

Accompany design team to ensure that
cultural heritage sites are bypassed or
over-spanned

8 Ministry of Agriculture Management of the affected forests
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3.6. Gap analysis for national environmental legislation and the World Bank
safeguard policies

The requirements of the RA environmental legislation are generally comparable to the WB policy
approaches. However, there are some differences between local legislation and WB policy
requirements. These do not conflict and the project is designed to comply with both WB requirements
and Armenian legislation. The differnces include:
· Armenian EIA terminology considers “environmental assessment” as the review process carried out

by the Environmental Expertise of the Ministry of Nature Protection. This review is performed on the
application of a project proponent for obtaining of the expert conclusion clearing the proposed
activities. The WB OP/BP 4.01 uses this term to describe the environmental impact study carried out
by the project proponent and subsequent review by the WB.

· The national legislation does not provide definition of the EMP and envisage its development, but it
does require that the EIA document carries a list of environmental mitigation measures and describes
procedures of their implementation.
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4 Baseline Conditions

The transmission line considered in this Project is mainly located in the province Lori Marz.
Bounded on all sides by rugged mountains and cut by sheer gorges, Lori has the valleys of the
Pambak, Debed and Dzoraget rivers.

A small part of the transmission line is located in TavushMarz which is located in the northeast of
Armenia bordering Georgia and Azerbaijan. The largest river of the marz (region) is the Agstev
River with Getik, Voskepar, and Sarnadzhur rivers as tributaries.

The proposed 110 kV Lalvar and NoyemberyanOTLs run from substation Alaverdi-2 (964 m a.s.l.)
about a length of 25.5 km to substation Noyemberyan in Haghtanak village (about 497 m a.s.l.).

4.1 Topography
The entire investigation area is located between 500 m and 1,490 m altitude. Mountain tops reach
between 1,264 m and 1,911 m a.s.l. Major Mountains around the study area are Mt. Surb-Lis (1,857
m), Mt. Archiglukh (1,911 m), Mt. Sanglar (1,436m), Mt. Samerk (1,264m), Qarakatar (1,269 m).

Lori region, from the orographic point of view is located on the southern slope of Bazum ridge on the
left banks of Pambak River. Bazum ridge belongs to the number of internal ridges of Small
Caucasus Virahayots-Karabakh mountain system (shed, gradual fragmental zone). It has a length of
60 km and stretches from Sepasar plateau to GayladzorCanyon of Pambak River. The ridge has an
average height above sea level of 2800 m and a maximum height of 2992 m (Urasar). Bazum’s
anticline corresponds to the geological structure. It is characterized by symmetric convex gradual
slopes. The structural relief is characterized by the secondary anticlinal (Urasar’s, Chqnagh’s),
dome (Maymekh’s), synclinal or flexural (Gargar’s), graben-synclinal (Dilijan’s) structures.

TavushMarz is extended on the external line of Small Caucasus mountain ranges (Virahayots,
Gugarats and Miapor mountains) and is situated in the moderate damp region of the Republic of
Armenia.
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Figure 4-1: Physical Map of Republic of Armenia

4.2 Meteorology and Climate
The climate of the investigation area is relatively humid. Annual precipitation is 500 - 800 mm.
Summers are long, hot and sunny. With increasing altitude the winters become snowy, lasting from
October until April at foothills and until May on the ridges. The maximum height of snow cover for
ten-day period is about 30 cm; the average number of days with lying snow is 52. Prevailing wind is
Southern, sometimes Northern and North-Western. The annual average occurrence of 0-1 m/s
winds is 24 %.

Meteorological data for Shnogh, situated in the northeast of Lori Marz, can be found in
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Table 4-1.

Table 4-1: Meteorological data for Shnogh

4.3 Geology and Seismicity

4.3.1 Geological and tectonic description of the area
In the geological structure of the studied area participate volcanogenic sedimentary rocks of middle
White Jura age, represented by porfirits, tuff-sandstones, and rocks with clayey shale and other tuff-
sediment and normal-sediment large facial and incurred major changes, which in the Debed River
valley are covered with basalt lava flows of upper Pliocene- quaternary age. The volcanogenic
sedimentary rocks have undergone hydrothermal, contact and metasomatic changes. The
numerous diabases and iabaseporfirit dykes are widely spread. The intrusive magmatism of the
area is of clearly expressed alkaline type and is represented by a range of granodiorite rocks,
among which are the intrusions of Lalvar mountain slopes.

The basalt lava flows are placed on the uneven surface of the above mentioned rocks of middle
upper quaternary age with sharp stratigraphic disagreement, which originate from Lori plateau and
descending along the Debed River valley, continue with a narrow uvula up to the depression of the
Kur River. They are mainly represented by two flows: upper and lower, the characteristic feature of
which is their separation. The column separation is characteristic for the upper flow, while cushion-
ball separation – for the low flow. The capacity of basalts is not constant and averagely varies within
20-50 m range.

The area is mainly represented by cliffy rocks (andesites, porfirits, diorites), covered with surface
dealluvial -prolluvial sediments of 4-6 m capacity.
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The tectonic state of the studied area is defined by its location in Somkheti-
Karabaghintrageoanticlinal zone. Lalvarsynclinorium touches immediately to the studied area from
the north-west side, stratified with Middle-Upper /White/ Jura and Eocene formations and
Chatindagh anticlinorium – from the south-east side, among which the Middle-Upper /White/ Jura
formations are revealed.

4.3.2 Hydro-geological conditions of the area
From a hydro-geological point of view the studied route area is characterized by presence of splinter
/ riving / and splinter-porous waters, as well as by local extension of waters of dealluvial-prolluvial
formations.

The main mass of splinter-empty and splinter-porous type waters belong to dolerite basalts, porfirits,
their tuff-sandstones and similar rocks. Due to their cracked feature these rocks are easily
dismissing surface (mainly melted and atmospheric) waters, which, by infiltration are accumulated in
deep horizons, having ground flows in the direction of the Debed river, its streams, valleys and
riverbed. The hydro-geological conditions are favorable for site development. The ground waters
have not been discovered in the stated sites, in boreholes up to 6 m depth. Springs of limited
quantity come out in separate parts of the Debed River. Waters of dealluvial-prolluvial formations
are met in the slope foothills in the form of wellsprings.

The geological map of Armenia is given in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: General geological map of Armenia

4.3.3 Seismic-tectonic conditions of the area
The seismic–tectonic conditions of the area are favorable. During the assessment of the seismic–
tectonic conditions of the area a high importance is given to the discovery of active fracture / faults /
zones and to the determination of the initial value of seismic danger by estimation of ground
conditions. There are no active tectonic fractures / faults in the area.

According to the RA CCII-02.02.2006 the area is included in the seismic zone I (one), where the
expected maximum accelerations make 0.20 g (8 points).

4.4 Soils
The brown mountainous forest soils with a number of their subtypes are common in the
investigation area. The warm, mild and variable humid climate, the long period of active soil
formation, presence of sufficient drainage system and seasonal change in ground streams direction
promote deep and intensive weathering of primary minerals, formation of secondary mineral
substances and rather thick clay soils. Bioclimatic features of brown mountainous forest soils
formation promote good growth of forest plants communities and formation of phytomass. The
common soils in the area are leached and carbonated types of brown mountainous forest soils.

Distribution of soil types in Armenia is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Distribution of soil types inArmenia

4.5 Water Resources
The Debed River flows parallel to the proposed corridor and will be crossed two times by the line.
Debed River and its tributaries are mainly fed by rains. High water season lasts from March until
June, followed by a stable and low water dry period. Short and intensive floods are observed in
September and October, depending on the amount of precipitation

In general, the river is characterized by intensive and highly erosive floods. Surface waters are
fresh, with mineralization between 238 and 599 mg/l. River waters are used by the local population
for irrigation.

4.6 Flora and Fauna
The Project area is located at the northern part of the Ijevan Floristic Area of the Republic of
Armenia and is dated to the Suicumbolistic Floristic Area of the Caucasian Region. Forests include
dry and arax oak, eastern beech, Caucasian pine, yew, elm, Georgian oak, and other evergreen
and deciduous trees. Marshlands and forests teem with wildflowers. Beech wood, lime tree, maple,
elm, and ash tree are also found in the area. The auxiliary species are represented by hazelnut,
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honeysuckle, medlar, rosehip, blackberry, raspberry, oriental hornbeam, evonymus, dogberry,
currant. Some areas are covered with river bank vegetation (poplars, willows and grassy plants in
humid areas), as well as plant associations of open forest meadows.

Mountain flora includes Iirisfurcata, Anemone fasciculata, A. raminculoides, Calthapopypetala,
Veratiumlobelianum, Palsatillaarmena, Corydalis persica, Fritilariacaucasica, Betonicagrandiflora,
Prunusspinosa, Sedum pilosum, Sempervivumtranscaucasicum, Malusorientalis, Pyruscaucasicus.

River gorges flora include Iris lineolata, I. paradoxa, I. caucasica, Allium stamineum,
Bellevaliaparadoxa, B. longystila, Daturastramonium, Digitalis ferruginea,Muscariatropatana, M.
sosnovskyi, Tulipasosnovskyi, Punicagranatum, Vinca sp., Vitissylvestris, Ficuscarica (wild).

The study area and adjacent territories carry various animal species, mostly inhabiting forests,
hardy shrub associations, abandoned gardens and bee yards. Notable fauna include sylvan wildcat,
reed wildcat, lynx, fox, royal stag, deer, Caucasian squirrel, porcupine, bear, wild bore, and marten.

Armenia does not lie on one of the primary migration paths of birds. These paths bypass the country
east and west. Thus, the OTLs do not cross any Important Bird Area identified by Birdlife
International.

Field research of biodiversity in the area of OTLs is given in Annex B.

4.7 Forests
The investigation area falls within the Forest Landscape Zone. In Armenia forests generally cover
the mid-zone of mountains, occurring at altitudes between 500 m and 2,100 m in the north of the
country. Armenian forests are predominantly broadleaved (97 %). The forest areas in Armenia are
shown in Figure 4-4.

The forest cover of the proposed corridor comprises mainly the section from Haghpat to the
crossing of Debed River south of
PokrAyrum. About 5.5 km of
forest is crossed by the proposed
transmission line in this section
and will require felling of trees in
the forested areas. This section of
the proposed corridor is
predominantly covered by
hornbeam-oak forests, with the
main species Georgian oak
(Quercusiberica), accompanied
by the common hornbeam
(Carpinusbetulus). These species
are not threatened, but no
detailed data exist about further
species occurring in these forests.
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Figure 4-4: Forest cover in Armenia

4.8 Landscape
The investigation area falls within the Forest Landscape Zone (see Figure 4-5) and is strongly
separated sculptured terrain with steep slopes and intervals of pastures and agricultural fields. The
existing transmission lines are located on the mountain plateaus and river gorge / both sides of the
road representing high visual impact. The Debed River gorge is marked by settlements. Debed
River valley is very scenic and presence of the existing transmission lines represents a visual
nuisance from a tourism perspective. Although not part of the Project, HVEN will dismantle the
existing 110 kV OTLs and there will be no additional nuisance, as the number of towers remains
more or less the same.
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Source: Fifth National Report to the Convention on Biological Diversity, Republic of Armenia, Yerevan 2014

Figure 4-5: Landscape zones of Armenia

4.9 Protected Areas
The proposed 110 kV and LalvarNoyemberian overhead lines and their approach roads don’t cross
the Lori and Tavush regions’ protected areas, and will not affect them.

The nearest protected area is "Zikatar" state sanctuary which covers 150.0 hectares and includes
forest ecosystems of the north-eastern slopes of Zikatar mountain which is in Tavush region.

The distance from Zikatar" state sanctuaryto the nearest sector of overhead lines is approximately 7
km.

4.10 Socio-economic Conditions
4.10.1 Population within the Construction area1

The area of the planned OTLs corridor passes through the marzes (regions) of Lori and Tavush.
Some rural communities like Akner, Haghpat, Neghots, PokrAyrum and Mets Ayrum are situated in
the vicinity of the proposed corridor.

1 Source: http://www.armstat.am
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Lori Marz has a population of 225,000 people (urban: 132,800; rural: 92,200) for a territory of 3,799
km² and a population density of 66 persons per km². TavushMarz has a population of 125,500
(urban: 52,990; rural: 72,600)  people and a territory of 2,704 km² with a population density of 46
persons per km².

The settlement structure is concentric with most of the people living in towns and villages. Large
parts of the investigation area are uninhabited and represent a mix of private and community lands.

Most agriculture is subsistence, with additional sales at local and regional markets. Much of the area
is economically disadvantaged, with basic infrastructure in need of repair. Many in the younger
generations have often migrated to the cities, primarily Yerevan or abroad, in search of more
economic opportunities.

4.10.2 Gender Aspects

Gender analysis shows that there are major issues regarding the deprivation of women, especially
related to their access to human opportunities and their agency i.e., participation of women in all
aspects of life and to the development. The existing gap between the legally guaranteed rights and
insufficient opportunities to enjoy them in practice hampers the elimination of gender discrimination
in Armenian society.

Although women in Armenia have high levels of education and equal capacities for professional
productiveness, there is a lack of opportunities for them to utilize their abilities in the labor market
and in society. This situation is even more relevant in rural areas.

Due to frequent out-migration of men from the investigation area, the number of female single
headed households is considerable. Female-headed households are particularly vulnerable to
falling into extreme poverty since women are left alone with the burdens of income generation,
household and childcare responsibilities. Another consequence of male migration has been the
growth in “parallel families”, where migrant male workers establish another family in their new
location. This increases the vulnerability of women especially when men return home in poor health
or infected with sexually transmitted diseases.

The situation of women in Armenia, especially in rural areas is characterized by a precarious
livelihood situation, where even minor shocks, trends or seasonality can contribute to a situation of
extreme vulnerability, without possibility of coping strategies. The loss of housing, land or other
assets might be critical in this situation.

4.10.3 Land Use Pattern and Agriculture

Relating to the Statistical Yearbook of Armenia (2016)2 RA has 2.046 million ha of agricultural land,
meaning about 70 % of the country’s land area, generating 22 % of Armenia’s GDP. Most of this,
however, are pastures (about 1 million ha). Cultivable land comprises about 448,400 ha arable land,
33,400 ha perennial grass, 121,600 ha plough-land, and 392,700 ha others. Agricultural land of
Armenia is shown in Figure.

According to data from State Cadaster Committee of RA private agricultural lands within the regions
are less than 23 % of all agricultural lands, with pastures accounting for more than 70 % of the State
agricultural lands. However, more than 59 % of arable lands are private land.

2http://www.armstat.am/file/doc/99477353.pdf
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Figure 4-6: Agricultural land in Armenia

Within the investigation area, agriculture is mainly concentrated in the lower mountain slopes of the
villages. Agricultural activities range from cattle, sheep, pig, and goats to short crops such as potato,
tomatoes, cucumbers and eggplant, to cereals such as wheat and beans, to more deep-rooted
crops such as fruit trees (peach, apple, apricot).

Agriculture is a main source of income for the poorest segments of Armenian society and a main
coping strategy to sustain a livelihood. Due to the decline of industry, dependence on agriculture
has increased since independence.

Due to the importance of agriculture for people’s livelihoods and the high fragmentation and small
size of landholdings, expropriation of agricultural land is an issue of potential negative impact for the
planned transmission line replacement. About 47 % of the proposed line corridor is used for
agriculture, pastures comprise about 16 %, tree plantations about 4 %, and about 23 % are forested
areas (assessed on basis of satellite images).

For Lalvar and Noyemberyan OHL construction area it is totally planned to allocate 22635m2,
including construction sites, towers‘ foundations, new roads. At the same time, it should be noted
that topsoil’s contamination is not expected.
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Table 4-3:  Characteristics of the land designed for OHL construction

Land Category Land Plot Usage
Name Quantity Name Quantity

Agricultural 98 arable land 74
perennial plantations 7

              grasslands 3

                 pasture 2
other lands 11

agricultural activity 1
Forest 14 forests 13

other lands 0
 underbrush  1

Residential areas 1 residential construction 0
public construction 0

other land 1

Within the project, land acquisition is intended only for installation of pillars. For each pillar it is
expected to alienate up to 10X10/land, in total: 100 sq.m. The total amount of support pillars is 99, 2
of which will be deployed in the territories of substations.

Totally it is planned to alienate, 9700 m2.

Land acquisition will be implemented by signing a contract with the owners: by mutual agreement. In
case of refusal by the owner, it will be done within the public interest. Private lands after alienation
and community lands before alienation will be changed to "energy, communication, transport and
utility infrastructure’s object’s" land category.

4.10.4 Living Standards

According to the Program for the socio-economic development of the Lori Marz (region), the poverty
level in Lori Marz is above and in TavushMarz is below Armenia’s average.

According to studies of the living standards of the local households carried out by the national
statistics service of Armenia, the percentage of people living below the official poverty level is
greater in Lori region than the average for the republic. The average is 35 % and in the Lori region
it’s 45.4 %. The severity of poverty in the Lori Marz is also above the republican average. The main
cause of poverty in the rural communities is the lack of industrial businesses, underdeveloped
infrastructure and a long distance from larger population.

Table 4-3: Main social statistics for Lori and TavushMarz, 2015

Marz (Region) Unemployed, %3 Employed, % Pensioners, % Families that get
poverty family benefit

Lori 7.98 42.69 20.04 897

Tavush 6.1 44.18 17.17 418

3 Percentage in total population of marz
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4.11 Historical and Cultural Sites
As the history of human settlement in Armenia goes back to the Neolithic age and the area has
since then been important as settlement, trade and agricultural area, numerous historical and
cultural sites exist. However, there are no maps indicating exact locations (GPS coordinates) of the
sites. Also, only a minor part of the existing monuments are visible and known to the public. Others
are known only to a few local experts linked to the Department for the Protection of Monuments of
RA.

According to the State Register of Cultural and Historical Immovable Monuments of Armenia (State
Register), there are 2,460 historical-cultural monuments considered state property and are not
subject to alienation in Lori Marz and 1,680 monuments in TavushMarz, respectively (CE/EC 2010).

During field work undertaken as part of the ESIA, two historical-cultural sites were identified, which
were located in the ROW of the new 110 kV OTLs corridor:

· In "Berdik" village,  there are medieval cemetery, stone crosses, two chapels, (tower N28)
which are included in the list of historical and cultural immovable monuments of RA Lori
Region’s Haghpat villageand date from the 12th - 13th centuries.

· Neghots medieval village (tower N42) is included in the list of historical and cultural
monuments of Neghots community of Lori region and dates from the 10th - 15th centuries.

In compliance with the national procedures, HVEN will send letter (data) about planned tower
locations and access roads to RA Ministry of Culture. In an unlikely case of disagreement on behalf
of the Ministry, HVEN will ensure re-location/ re-alignment of the proposed infrastructure to the
satisfaction of the Ministry.

5 Disclosure, Consultation, and Participation
ESIA process involved dialogue of the ESIA team with various line agencies of the Government and
professionals of the relevant fields with the purpose of sharing their experience and take advice.
Environmental and social specialists held meetings at Alaverdi and at Haghpat with the
representatives of HVEN, Ministry of Nature Protection, Ministry of Culture, and conducted field trips
to the proposed corridor of OTLs Lalvar and Noyemberyan. Discussions on the environmental
implications of the Project were held with NGOs, and ways for achieving greater public participation
in the upcoming stakeholder consultations on the IEE stage were discussed with Aarhus Center.

The Ministry of Culture / Agency for Security of Historical and Cultural Monuments was consulted on
the procedures to protect historical and cultural sites.

The Initial Environmental Assessment Reportwas disclosed to the public in Armenian language for
10 days to allow stakeholders to familiarize with it. The document was posted on HVEN’s website
and delivered in printed copies to the local administration offices.

The notification was published in nationwide "Republic of Armenia" daily newspaper, through which
the public is informed about the place and time of public hearings, and also how to get acquainted
with the documents.

After disclosure of the documents, a public consultation meeting on the initial assessment report
was held on 20th January 2017 in the municipality of Alaverdi. The consultation meeting is
concentrated on interpreting the IEE report to the PAP and seeking their feedback. The public
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consultation meeting was successfully conducted with a good participation from the affected
communities. The local branch of the NGO Aarhus Center participated actively in the discussion.

Recommendations from the public consultation meetings were to:

· Involve Community leaders at the design stage to bring the impacts to the minimum.

· Schedule of Construction works the way not to interfere with harvesting period in order to avoid
damages to crops.

HVEN submitted IEA report to the EIA Expertise Agency of MNP on February, 2017 for processing.
EIA Expertise Agency, with the support of community heads, organized public meetings the aim of
which was to inform the communities about the initial examination. After public meetings, EIA
Expertise Agencyon 21st of February, 2017 represented to HVEN N10 TOR to develop full ESIA
report.

The Final Draft of the ESIA report, including the ESMP, was developed and disclosed to the public
in Armenian language on March 2017.

The public consultation meeting on full ESIA report was held on 21 th March 2017 in the municipality
of Alaverdi.

The main recommendations of the attendees were treated to social issues, particularly the residents
asked to involve them in the process of construction, to help communities solve their everyday
problems.

Public hearings’ minutes in Armenian and the list of participants are given in annexes.
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6 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
(ESMP)
The ESMP establishes a critical link between the management and mitigation measures specified in
this report and the proper implementation of the measures during design, construction and
operation phases of the Project. It summarizes the anticipated environmental and social impacts
and provides details on the measures; responsibilities to mitigate these impacts; the costs of
mitigation; and, the ways in which implementation and effectiveness of the measures will be
monitored and supervised.

In summary it can be concluded that the Replacement of Lalvar and Nojemberyan 110 kV OTLs can
be done without having significant adverse impacts on the ecological and social environment, if all
mitigation measures proposed in the ESMP are implemented.

6.1 Capacity Development
HVEN, Implementation Support Consultant, Construction Contractor and Subcontractorswill be
involved at all Project levels. The capacity built to ensure compliance of project activities with WB
policy and Armenian legislation, as well as tasks and responsibilities of environmental units and
specialists involved in the Project are also provided in the IREMP.

Regarding the implementation, the supervision and the monitoring of the IREMP, responsibilities,
roles, tasks and frequencies are as follow:

6.1.1 Implementation Agency (IA)
HVEN is an implementing agency for transmission lines and is responsible for all operations under
the Project, including its compliance with the national environmental and social legislation and the
World Bank’s safeguard policies.

Prticularly, IA will be responsible for overall project implementation monitoring and reporting to WB,
including but not limited to:

· Guarantee that all relevant requirements of Environmental Management Plan (including nature
protection designing and mitigation measures) are properly included in the project tender
documents.

· Ensure that all necessary permissions and/or agreement required from the relevant
government institutions are received by CC prior to any construction works under the
Project.

· Ensure that CC understood his obligations on mitigation of the problems of environmental
protection connected with construction and training of his personnel in implementation of
EMP.

· Monitoring of EMP implementation by the CC according to the plan of environment
monitoring.

· To review the technical specifications and operating procedures related to the environmental
management component.

· To carry out the overall supervision of EMP implementation.
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· To perform regular site visits/audits (can be envisages, additional dedicated visit may be
scheduled in case of severe discrepancy or violation in the application of the EMP). Aim is
that all mitigation measures are implemented adequately.

· To prepare and submit to WB for approval suitable reports/checklist relevant to the
verification of the correct EMP implementation, including mitigation measures, notification of
any discrepancy, etc.

6.1.2 Implementation Support Consultant
(TRACTEBEL ENGINEERING S.A. Avenue Ariane 7, 1200 Brussels - BELGIUM)

The Consultant’s environmental and social specialist will cooperate closely with engineering and
technical staff of the Consultant, the HVEN and the Contractor, to ensure that environmental due
diligence is mainstreamed into the project in a comprehensive, practical and effective manner. The
following specific activities are expected:

During construction

· Monitor Health and Safety procedures at construction sites. Suggest and supervise the
measures to be taken in order to avoid or mitigate it during construction.

· Ensure that EMP provisions are consistently and fully followed in all project-related works
(including auxiliary and secondary works such as roads, and spoil deposits).

· Identify noncompliance with and violation of provisions of EMPs:
o monitor implementation of contractual clauses on environmental and social

compliance;
o ensure contractual enforcement by detecting and documenting noncompliance

issues and preparing/initiating contractual remedies;
o advise HVEN on the appropriate contractual responses, such as demanding

remedy, withholding payments, triggering penalties for initiating remedial works
by third parties.

This will be done by:

· Monitoring the performance of the Contractor (and Sub-contractors) and ensuring
compliance with the EMP;

· Validating the regular site inspection reports, which are to be prepared by the Contractor;
· Checking the Contractor’s record of environmental incidents (spills, impacts, legal

transgressions etc.) as well as corrective and preventive actions taken;
· Checking the Contractor’s public complaints register, in which all complaints are recorded,

as well as action taken;
· Issuing of site instructions to the Contractor for corrective actions required if necessary;
· Conducting regular audits to ensure that the system for implementing the EMP is operating

effectively.

Post Construction / Operation

· Ensure that all remediation and re-cultivation measures specified in the EMP and / or design
documents have been duly carried out by the Contractor.
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· Identify remaining gaps and noncompliance issues and initiate their remedy, if necessary
recommend third party contracting.

· Confirm that environmental compliance being fully achieved (for specific project sections)
before Operational acceptance certificates are issued and final payments to Contractor
released.

· Assist the Client in mainstreaming environmental and social monitoring and management
into long term care and maintenance plans for the transmission line.

6.1.3 Construction Contractor
(GarnArak industrial Co., Address: No.3, 2th Alley, Pakestan St, Beheshti Ave, Tehran- IRAN
P.O.Box: 14145/138, www.gamarak.com)

The roles and responsibilities of all personnel concerned with this project are described below.

Overall Project Head
The overall project head is responsible for all aspects of project environmental and safety
management on the entire project. His responsibilities include:
· Promotion and propagation of IREMP and HSE Policy.
· Approve and review corporate environmental and safety objectives and targets or goals.
· Vest employees with appropriate authority.
· Ensure that environmental issues and safety is integrated into all aspects of doing business.
· Review the performance of IREMP and HSE program.

Project Manager

The project manager is responsible for all aspects of project environmental and safety management
on the project under his charge. He must ensure that:

· The IREMP and H&S plan drawn up during the proposal is followed developed where
necessary and that all significant environmental, health and safety risks are identified,
eliminated or minimized.

· Planning and scheduling of activities identifies significant environmental, health and safety
risks and eliminates or minimizes them.

· Project environmental, Health and Safety performance is monitored and reported.
· Only competent subcontractors and employees are appointed.
· A site manager who is competent to perform the environmental, health and safety duties is

appointed.
· Subcontractors work in accordance with their written and approved environmental and safe

working methods.
· Provisions as per safety codes, IEA, and other such acts as applicable are complied with in

respect of all labour at site whether directly / indirectly employed.
· All the incidents are reported to the Divisional head and Safety Head immediately.
· The safety team is assisted to investigate all incidents.
· All environmental and safety rules and regulations are followed at all his work sites.
· Environmental and safety meetings are conducted and proper records of the same are

maintained.
· Risk assessments are carried out at work site and feedback given to the crew working under

his control.

http://www.redinet.am/
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Site Manager / Site in charge

The Site Manager / site in charge is responsible for all aspects of environmental issues, health and
safety in his project and accountable to the Project Manager.  He/she must ensure that:

· The IREMP and H&S Plan is implemented, monitored and maintained and that everyone on
site follows the plan’s requirements.

· Unsafe and environmentally not friendly activities are immediately stopped and safe
operations restored.

· Contractors work in accordance with their written and approved environmental and safe
working methods.

· There is a defined environmental, health and safety site organization for the co-ordination
and authorization of all activities, including health and safety coordination meetings.

· All incidents and near misses are reported, investigated and corrective actions taken.
Carry out monthly weekly site environmental and health and safety inspections / audits and
maintain records of the same.

HSE and Environmental specialist has the following responsibilities, roles and tasks

· Contractor’s supervising team, HSE and environmental specialist implement the
environmental mitigation measures and their related monitoring activities on a regular basis;

· HSE and Environmental specialist supervises the implementation of Implementation Ready
Environmental Protection Plan;

· HSE and Environmental specialist carries on site’s visits and inspections on a monthly basis;
· Organize environmental and safety training and orientation for workers
· Environmental specialist documents monitoring activities and results in a environmental

report;
· In case of inadequate monitoring results, Environmental specialist identifies the necessary

corrective actions and follow their implementation;
· Allow access to the site for any environmental monitoring and inspection at any time

requested,
· In cases of accidents (fire, explosion, oil spill, bitumen overflow, etc.), the Contractor must

notify the Implementation Support Consultant immediately. Initial notification might be verbal,
but must be followed by a written report within 24 hours after the incident or accident
happened.

· Execute upon work completion, all the work necessary to reinstate all the used areas of the
site close to its original condition to the reasonably acceptable level. This will be approved by
the Implementation Support Consultant (ISC).

6.1.4 Subcontractor
(REDINET CJSC. Address: No.24/7-24/8, Azatutyan Ave. YEREVAN, 0014, Armenia,
www.redinet.am)

Engineering and technical specialists of REDINETCJSC will cooperate closely with the environmental
and social specialists of the Consultant, the HVEN and the Contractor, to ensure that EMP are done
in a comprehensive, practical and effective manner.
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6.2 Reporting
The environmental safeguards compliance of the Project shall be regularly reported on all project
implementation levels.

The Monthly Environmental and Safety Reports shall be submitted by the Contractor to the ISC: The
report shall describe the results and findings from the environmental monitoring activities. Monthly
reports shall provide explanations for anomalies, non-compliance and problems encountered.

The Reports shall comprehensively include all relevant aspects in implementing the mitigation
measures of the IREMP compliance to any environmental regulations and requirements such as
training/orientation, permits, license, etc. undertaken during the period covered by the report.

6.3 Training
The Environmental and Social Specialists of CC under the direct supervision of the same staff at
ISC will provide required trainings to relevant staff of CC and SCs in order to ensure that all
measures of ESMP for both the construction and operation phases are executed in an appropriate
manner.
Training of CC staff is required. Training will focus on the application of World Bank safeguard policy
and shall contain the implementation of the mitigation and monitoring measures.
All staff employed for construction and operation phases will be trained in the following:

· specific job roles and procedures;
· occupational health and safety; and
· contingency plans and emergency procedures.

Training willinclude:

· induction training on appointment;
· specialist training (as required for their prescribed job role); and
· refresher training as required.

The Project Manager must ensure that
· All team members are competent to discharge their Environmental, Health & Safety

responsibilities.

· The subcontractors appointed to the project are competent and have necessary depth of
resources as well as a satisfactory past environmental and safety record.

· Appropriate Environmental and safety training on a regular basis is to be organised for all
staff (including sub-contractors) employed on the project and they are to be adequately
briefed on the site rules.

· No HVEN employee or contractor is to be allowed to work at site unless they undergo
Environmental and safety induction training.

· All employees are aware of the IREMP, HSE and Safety manual and that all conditions
stipulated therein are followed meticulously.

· All electrical work must be undertaken by qualified electrical tradesman only.

Induction training:
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No Contractor / sub-contractor’s employee shall be allowed to work at site unless they
undergo environmental and safety induction training conducted by the Safety Officer /
Project Manager and Environmental Specialist.

The safety and environmental induction training syllabus shall include:

· Introduction & importance of safety
· Health & safety  policy of HVEN and the client if any
· Electrical safety
· Conduct of Tool Box Talks
· Permit to work system
· Basic fire training
· Basic first aid
· Emergency medical plans
· Emergency evacuation procedures
· Minimizing waste at source
· Respecting and protecting wildlife at site,
· Proper handling of the waste,
· Proper stockpiling of topsoil,
· Air pollution and dust control,
· Noise and vibration control,
· Recognisition of potential archaeological artifacts and procedure in case of chance

finds.

6.4 Cost Estimates
Most of the costs for mitigation of the impacts during the construction period of the Replacement of
110 kV OTLs Lalvar and Noyemberyan Project are included in the regular construction costs.

Extra costs with respect to environmental mitigation are related to rehabilitation measures and
monitoring at forested areas. Further costs are foreseen for monitoring of construction works by
local specialist of Historical and Cultural Monuments, for quarterly supervision of construction sites
to be performed by an internationally experienced auditor, and for training of HVEN staff.

Taking into account low level of impact, there is no need to buy special monitoring equipment.

Costs for replanting measures of trees near to forested areas, where trees have been felled, will be
determined within the framework of Armforest CJSC contract.

Considering a construction period of 356 days, costs for implementation of the ESMP sum up to
180,400 USD (see

Table ).

Table 6-1: Costs for mitigation measures, monitoring and training

Phase Issue Costs [USD]

Mitigation Pre-Construction
Survey of birds and bats along
the ROW 20,000
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Mitigation Construction
Installation of bird flight diverters
at ground wires, if the line
crosses gorges*

45,000

Monitoring Construction, EHS
According to Monitoring Plan
(table 6-4) 14,000

Monitoring Construction
Quarterly supervision of
construction sites

60,000
(15,000 per mission)

Training Construction Training of HVEN and CC staff 25,000

Sum 164,000

10 %
contingencies 16,400

Total 180,400

* it is assumed that the CC has a line car for installation in operation
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6.5 Environmental and Social Impacts and Mitigation
Table 6-2:EMP: Summary of Potential Impacts and Mitigation. Design and pre-construction phase

Impact of/on Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Flora and
Fauna

In line
sections,
High

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Avoid construction during breeding / nesting season
(March - June) in forested areas

CC

Determination of necessary lay down areas to prevent
the cutting of trees

CC, ISC

Avoid complete clearing of the ROW during
construction works

CC

Use existing roads / tracks as far as possible;
refurbish existing access roads / tracks at forested
areas, if necessary

CC

Prohibit plant-collecting and hunting; instruct workers
not to disturb animals; do not allow access to the
forest

CC

Lead accurate record of all extracted trees CC

Minimize introduction of foreign soil and avoid
introduction of alien invasive plants to the power line
corridor

CC

In tower
zones

Low

Medium

Protect root zones of large trees from excessive
weight of machinery or excavated material

CC

Tower locations without access track shall be reached
along the ROW if possible, to minimize felling of trees

CC

Installation of clearly visible high contrast (i.e. black
and white) moving bird flight diverters at the ground
wires is recommended, where the line crosses gorges

CC, SC, ISC

Construction
sites

Low

Protect large trees located adjacent to the
construction sites with wooden barriers to prevent
unintended destruction

CC

Re-vegetate all disturbed areas and rehabilitate
access roads, workers’ camps, lay down and deposit
areas with site specific and adaptive plant species
(trees in ratio 2 new trees for 1 felled tree, according
to national law)

CC,
ArmforestCJSC

Soil and
Erosion

Access roads
Low

Low

Medium

Careful selection of locations for new access roads (if
necessary)

CC, SC, ISC

Mark extent of the routing of the access roads CC, SC, ISC

Rehabilitation of new access roads not needed
anymore after construction works

CC

Implement drainage control measures (culverts,
berms, etc.) on permanent access roads, if they are in
steep or erosion-prone areas

CC, SC, ISC
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Table 6-3: EMP: Summary of Potential Impacts and Mitigation. Construction Phase

Impact
of/on

Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Soil and
Erosion

In line
sections

Demarcate clearly (e.g. using fencing) all areas to be
developed before construction commences;

CC, ISC

Use existing roads / tracks as far as possible;
refurbish existing access roads /

CC,  ISC

Camps and
Towers

Identify and confirm suitable sites for the construction
camps and storage areas for materials;

CC,  ISC

Minimize removing topsoil at all construction sites
and ROW

CC

Flora and
Fauna

In line
sections

Field study of the area biodiversity should be carried
out

CC, SC

Labor

Work Safety

Camps,
construction
sites, roads

Development of an HSE Policy for the construction
phase, in advance of construction activities
Make sure that all workers have a health insurance
Train site staff on the following areas of
environmental management;
a) Environmental awareness training for construction
staff, concerning the prevention of accidental spillage
of hazardous chemicals and oil; pollution of water
resources (both surface and groundwater), air
pollution and litter control and identification of
archaeological artifacts;
b) Project Manager shall ensure that the training and
capabilities of the Contractor’s site staff are adequate
to carry out the designated tasks;
c) Operators of construction equipment (such as
excavators, loaders, etc.) shall be adequately trained
and sensitized to any potential hazards associated
with their tasks;
d) No operator shall be permitted to operate critical
items of mechanical equipment without having been
trained by the EPC Contractor and certified
competent by the Project Manager;
e) Staff should be educated as to the need to refrain
from indiscriminate waste disposal and/or pollution of
local soil and water resources and receive the
necessary safety training.

CC, IA

Historical
Sites and
Monuments

In line
sections

Agree with representatives of Dep. Protection of
Monuments and Historical Sites of RA about location
of towers and new access roads

CC, IA

Nearby
Villages

External
roads and
areas

Use warning signs at access points along main
roads, and around work sites near villages or
residences

CC, SC
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Impact
of/on

Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Soil and
Erosion

Construction
sites, tower
zones
Medium

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Protect excess spoils from runoff by constructing
bypassing ditches

CC, SC

Excess spoil and soil will be left in orderly piles,
covered with topsoil, and re-vegetated with native
species

CC

Repair landscape damage due to work in wet
weather as soon as possible when construction is
complete in that area

CC

Minimize off-road vehicle and equipment use CC

Regular maintenance of all vehicles and machines at
regular service stations, if possible

CC

Bring back topsoil to its original place, after having
finished the erection of the tower

CC

Store construction material as bags of cement etc. in
containers in order to avoid rinsing out

CC

Roads,
construction
sites, low

Use dust-suppressing water spray during civil works,
where necessary

CC

Avoid deposits of loose spoils on steep slopes CC
Water Riparian

areas
Medium

Repair any damage to riparian areas, including
riverbanks and riverbeds (if any), as soon as
construction is complete

CC, SC

Avoid deposits of loose spoils on near rivers and
drainage channels

CC

In tower
zones

Keep a distance of 100 m from riparian areas, if
possible (at least 50 m) for towers

CC

Waste
Management

Construction
sites, tower
zones

Low

Store all liquid materials (e.g. fuel, engine oil, etc.)
and lubricants in locked tanks and on sealed and
roofed areas

CC

Place plastic or other protective cloth under any
areas where towers or other materials will be painted

CC

Maintenance and re-fueling of the construction
equipment only on sealed and enclosed areas

CC

Train transporters and workers in spill prevention and
control especially in handling of oil and fuel

CC, SC

Report and respond to spills promptly and train
workers in how to report

CC, ISC

Remove contaminated soil if spills occur and handle
as hazardous waste

CC

Collect contaminated spill materials and manage as
hazardous waste

CC
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Impact
of/on

Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Waste
Management

Construction
sites
Low

Collect all type of wastes including domestic and
sanitary wastes. CC will agree with municipal
authorities about using services of communal service
providers for waste disposal purposes.

CC

Low
Development of Waste Management Plan within the
HSE Management Plan considering following
principles: (i) waste management hierarchy of
avoidance-minimization-reuse-treatment-disposal; (ii)
segregation of waste; (iii) minimization of
construction waste by good technical planning; (iv)
training of staff

CC, ISC

Implementation of a Waste Management System CC, ISC

Store all hazardous waste (e.g. oil, fuel, paint, spill
contaminated soil) in adequate storage sites at s/s
Alaverdi-2

CC

Train workers in handling and disposal of recyclable,
sanitary, solid, liquid and hazardous waste

CC

Scrap metal from dismantling of existing 110 kV line
(iron, steel, copper etc.) shall be reused or sold for
recycling

CC

Only certified companies shall be contracted for
waste recycling

CC, SC

Construction
sites
Low

Dismantling of workers’ camps and harmonization of
the areas with the landscape

CC, ISC

Complete dismantling of existing 110 kV OTLs
(including removal of towers and fundaments), after
construction of new lines

CC, ISC

Air and noise Construction
sites, access
roads
Low

Optimization of transportation management to avoid
needless truck drives

CC, SC

Use low sound power mechanical equipment,
whenever possible

CC

Regular maintenance and service of building
machinery and other vehicles during construction
works

CC

Shut down or throttling down of noisy machinery to a
minimum

CC

For workers noise levels shall be kept below 80 dB
(A), wherever possible. In case of exceeding this
value, hearing protections must be provided to
workers and warning signs must be installed

-

Access roads
Low

Cover truck beds with tarps during material transport CC
Maintain vehicles and construction machinery
properly, as recommended by suppliers

CC, service
company
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Impact of/on Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Air and noise Low Licensing and training of drivers; improvement
of driving skills

CC

Training industrial vehicle operators in the safe
operation of specialized vehicles, including safe
loading / unloading, and load limits

CC, ISC

Low Limitations of size, weight or axe loads of
vehicles using particularly difficult roads

CC

Optimize transportation management to avoid
needless truck trips

CC

Avoid unnecessary idling of construction
machines and vehicles

CC

Low Prohibit open burning of construction / waste
material at the site

CC

CulturalInvironment Medium Avoid any damage to cultural sites in line
corridor and keep tower locations in an
adequate distance

CC, ISC, SC

Low (with
mitigation)

Implementation of Chance Find and training of
the construction workers

CC

Report chance finds immediately to the Ministry
of Culture of RA, Dep. Protection of Monuments
and Historical Sites

CC, HVEN

Agree with representatives of Dep. Protection of
Monuments and Historical Sites of RA about
location of towers and new access roads
(including proposed bypasses) in advance of
construction

CC, HVEN

Shifting of tower locations have to be approved
by Dep. Protection of Monuments and Historical
Sites of MC of RA

MC of RA

Labor conditions Construction
sites
Safe
conditions

Development of an HSE Policy for the
construction phase, in advance of construction
activities

CC, ISC

Development of an HSE Management Plan for
the construction phase (shall include Waste
Management Plan), in advance of construction
activities

CC, ISC

Installation of an HSE Management System
(HSEMS) during the construction phase

CC, ISC

Safety Make sure that all workers have a health
insurance

CC

Sanitation Provide proper sanitation facilities with hand-
washing facilities in adequate number,
separately for men and women

CC

Safety Provide HIV/AIDS protection equipment for CC
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workers

Impact
of/on

Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Labor
conditions

In line zones Install warning signs “Danger of Electrocution” at
towers, substations etc.

CC

Living
conditions

Accommodation of workers in adjacent towns has the
first priority. In the case that construction camps are
necessary these will be located in accordance with
relevant municipal authorities

CC, HVEN

Workers’ camps have to meet the requirements of
IFC/EBRD guidance note

CC, ISC

Safety Provide workers with appropriate protective
equipment (PPE) (dust, noise, etc.)

CC

Health and
safety

Train workers accordingly regarding work at heights,
electrical and vehicular safety, handling of hazardous
materials, PPE, hazard avoidance and reduction
measures, use of first aid and rescue techniques,
emergency response etc.

CC

All work crews shall have at least one person (two is
strongly preferred) trained in first aid

CC

Provide first aid kits and fire extinguishers at all
Project sites and in all vehicles

CC

If work crews are in remote areas, they shall be
equipped with cellular phones or radios

CC

Forbid alcohol and other drugs at construction sites /
workers’ camps

CC

Set up mobile clinics for workers capable of treating
all injuries and diseases occurring at the construction
sites

CC

Assure transfer of injured workers to hospitals in the
case of serious accidents

CC

Identify area emergency responders, hospitals, and
clinics, and provide advance notice of Project
activities

CC, SC

Implement programs for medical screening, health
and safety monitoring, and reporting

CC, HVEN

Public Nearest
villages

Notification of the public on upcoming construction
activities in adjacent villages and through media, in
advance of construction period

CC, HVEN
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Low (with
mitigation)

Public education and outreach efforts to provide
information about hazard awareness, safety
measures, reporting unsafe conditions and
environmental impacts in adjacent villages, in
advance of construction period

CC, SC

Inform population along public roads in advance in
case of transporting heavy equipment

Impact
of/on

Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Public Public roads

Medium

Provide adequate security measures to prevent
accidents and injury (e.g. keeping speed limits on
public roads, grounding objects)

CC

Use warning signs at access points along main
roads, and around work sites near villages or
residences

CC

Construction
sites
Low

Provide clear and adequate signage to identify work
areas and hazardous equipment, before
commencement of relevant construction

CC

Provide adequate security to prevent public access
to the substations, work sites, hazardous materials
and waste

CC

Nearest
villages

Low (with
mitigation)

Establish worker code of conduct to help prevent
friction or conflict with communities

CC, ISC

No houses are allowed in 50 m corridor (wayleave) of
the overhead line

For residents the noise levels may not exceed 55 dB
(A) or result in a maximum increase in background
levels of 3 dB (A) at the nearest receptor location off-
site

Announce start and duration of works through media
and signs to the public in advance of construction
period

CC, SC

Nearest
villages,
Public roads

Medium

Keep speed limits in public roads CC

Allow the traffic to pass through the work in progress
where possible

CC

Establish rights-of-way, speed limits onsite (20 km/h,
walking pace for heavy trucks), vehicle inspection
requirements, operating rules and procedures before
commencement of construction

CCC

Arrange worker bus transport to minimize external
traffic in advance of construction period

CC

Maintain vehicles regularly and use manufacturer
approved parts to minimize potentially serious

CC, SC
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accidents caused by equipment malfunction or
premature failure

Collaborate with local communities and authorities to
improve signage, visibility and overall safety of roads,
particularly along stretches located near schools or
other locations where children may be present, in
advance of construction period

CC, SC

Impact
of/on

Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Public Nearest
villages

Low

Collaborate with local communities on education
about traffic and pedestrian safety, in advance of
construction period

CC, SC, Affected
Communities

Erect signs that the traffic is aware from far, where
the actual construction sites are located

CC

Coordination with emergency responders CC, HVEN

Ensure all equipment is visible to the traffic through
either illumination or suitable marking

CC

Construction
sites
Low

In line zones

Ensure that the work areas are lighted well CC, SC

Sign the actual construction site area sufficiently at
night

CC, SC

Keep minimum distance to existing power lines (35 /
110 / 220 kV OTLs) that ensures the width of the
ROW of both parallel running lines

CC, ISC

Where crossing existing power lines adequate
minimum distances between the conductors (> 4 m)
have to be ensured

CC, ISC

Limitation of construction of access roads and careful
routing to minimize impacts on agricultural land

CC

Laydown
areas
Low

Location of laydown areas close to existing roads in
non-productive areas to minimize interference with
agricultural activities and to facilitate site clean-up
and rehabilitation

CC, ISC

Camps
Low

Minimize surface of and damage caused by workers’
camps

CC

Arrable lands
Low

Adjust construction works not to interfere with
harvesting period in order to avoid damages to crops
as far as possible

CC, HVEN

Local
Communities

Presence of an impartial person to receive
complaints during the construction process

CC, ISC, HVEN

Develop and implement a non-discriminatory hiring
and wage policy (clearly stating that the company will
not discriminate in hiring and salaries based on
gender, age, religion, ethnicity or place of origin)

CC, HVEN
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Prosecute offenses related to payment of wages by
sub-contractors strictly

CC

Prioritize employment of local people for construction
works

CC

Improve recruitment of women for construction works CC

Impact
of/on

Extent of
Impact on/by

Mitigation Measures Responsibility

Public PAP Legal experts will support PAP who are not
registered land owners with legalization of land titles

CC, ISC

Pay compensation to PAP for damages and loss of
crops and for expropriation of land

CC, HVEN

Develop and implement a RAP based on the Project
related RPF (Consultation with PAP about their
development priorities in the framework of RAP
development)

CC, ISC

Gender
issues

Zero tolerance for sexual harassment at the work
place or in workers’ camps / overnight locations

CC

Strengthen district administrations on gender issues
(i.e. receive complaints by women)

CC, ISC
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6.6 Monitoring Plan
Table 6-4: Monitoring Measures
What parameter
is to be
monitored

Why is parameter to
be monitored

Where is the
parameter to be
monitored

When (or how
often) is the
parameter to be
monitored

How is the
parameter to be
monitored

What is the cost
of monitoring

Who is
responsible for
monitoring

Survey of
Biodiversity of
selected area

To avoid loss of
species registered in
the Red Book of
Armenia

Corridor of OTLs Before  the
selection of the
OTL corridor

Inspection of the
report on
preconstruction
survey of OTL
corridor

5,000 USD CC, SC, ISC

Historical and
cultural sites

To avoid damages of
Historical and cultural
monuments

Location of new
towers and new
access roads

Before
construction
works
Before the
selection of OTL
corridor

Inspection of
records

Included in
design costs

CC, SC, ISC

Top soil: depth of
top soil, content
of humus, pH

To minimize loss of
top soil

Corridor of OTL.
Place for new
roads

Before
construction
works

Measurement of
depth, sampling
and analyzing

5,000 USD CC, SC

Quality of
construction
materials

Ensure reliability of
construction materials
and their safety for
human health

In the provider’s
office or
warehouse

During conclusion
of supply
contracts

Verification of
documents

Included in
construction
costs

CC, SC

Movement of
construction
machinery

Avoid pollution of
water and soil with oil
products due to
operation of
equipment

Construction
camp and
temporary  sites
along of OTLs

During operation
of equipment

Inspection of
activities

Included in
construction
costs

CC
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What parameter
is to be
monitored

Why is parameter to
be monitored

Where is the
parameter to be
monitored

When (or how
often) is the
parameter to be
monitored

How is the
parameter to be
monitored

What is the cost
of monitoring

Who is
responsible for
monitoring

Transportation of
construction
materials and
waste

- Limit pollution of soil
and air from
emissions;
- Limit nuisance to
local communities
from noise and
vibration;
- Minimize traffic
disruption.

- Construction
site
 - Routs of
transportation of
construction
materials and
wastes

Undeclared
inspections
during work hours
and beyond

Inspection of
roads adjacent to
the construction
object in the
direction of the
movement rout

Included in
construction
costs

CC

Soil Erosion To prevent further
erosion

Side slopes and
material storage
sites

Weekly during
construction
works

Visual inspection
of erosion
prevention
measures and
occurrence of
erosion

Included in
construction
costs

CC

Soil Pollution To minimize pollution
of soil

At all construction
sites, including
construction
camp, approach
roads and OTL
corridor

Weekly during
construction
works

Visual inspection Included in
construction
costs

CC

To prevent pollution of
soil

Parking sites,
approach roads
and OTL corridor

Monthly during
operation phase

Visual inspection Included in
operation costs

CC, SC

Air Quality: dust,
smoke

To minimize pollution
of air

At all construction
sites, including
construction
camp, approach
roads

Daily during
construction
works

Visual inspection Included in
operation costs

CC
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What parameter
is to be
monitored

Why is parameter to
be monitored

Where is the
parameter to be
monitored

When (or how
often) is the
parameter to be
monitored

How is the
parameter to be
monitored

What is the cost
of monitoring

Who is
responsible for
monitoring

Air Quality:
smoke

To minimize pollution
of air

Parking sites,
approach roads

Weekly during
operation phase

Visual inspection Included in
operation costs

CC

Noise To minimize level of
noise

At all construction
sites, including
construction
camp, approach
roads and OTL
corridor

Weekly during
construction
works

Sound meter 80 USD, total:
4000 USD

CC, SC

Traffic Safety To ensure safety of
traffic

All common
roads used by
CC

Daily during
construction
works

Visual inspection Included in
construction
costs

CC

Generation of
construction
waste

- Prevent pollution of
soil, surface water and
ground water,
- Avoid accidents at
the construction site
due to scattered
fragments of
construction
materials and debris,
- Retain esthetic
appearance of the
construction site and
its surroundings

Construction site;
Waste disposal
site

Periodically
during
construction and
upon its
completion

Inspection of
construction
camp and
temporary sites

Included in
construction
costs

CC, SC

Generation  of
domestic wastes

Prevent pollution of
soil, surface water and
ground water

Camps Periodically
during operation
phase

Visual
observation

Included in
operation costs

CC, SC
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What parameter
is to be
monitored

Why is parameter to
be monitored

Where is the
parameter to be
monitored

When (or how
often) is the
parameter to be
monitored

How is the
parameter to be
monitored

What is the cost
of monitoring

Who is
responsible for
monitoring

Construction site
re-cultivation and
landscaping

Reduce loss of
aesthetical value of
the landscape due to
OTLs construction

At all
construction
sites, including
camp, approach
roads and OTL
corridor

Final period of
construction

Visual inspection Included in
construction
costs

CC, SC, ISC,
HVEN

Workers’ health
and safety

Reduce probability of
traumas and accidents

At all
construction
sites

Total period of
construction
works

Inspection of
activities

Included in
construction
costs

CC, SC

Emergency
preparedness

- Reduce risks for the
construction workers

At all
construction
sites

Total period of
construction
works

Periodic check-
ups

Included in
construction
costs

CC, ISC

Awareness of
Communities

Reduce risks for the
Residents living near
to construction sites

Local
Communities

Before
construction
works

Inspection of
notification
documents
Interviews of
Residents living
near to
construction sites

Included in
operation costs

CC, SC

Public Health and
Security

To provide adequate
warning of residents

Access points
along main
roads, and
around work
sites near
villages or
residences

Monthly Inspection of
warning signs

Included in
construction
costs

CC, ISC
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What parameter
is to be
monitored

Why is parameter to
be monitored

Where is the
parameter to be
monitored

When (or how
often) is the
parameter to be
monitored

How is the
parameter to be
monitored

What is the cost
of monitoring

Who is
responsible for
monitoring

Employment -Implementation of  a
non-discriminatory
hiring and wage policy
-Prioritization of
employment of
local people for
construction works

- Local
communities

- CC local
offices

Regularly during
construction

Interviews Included in
construction
costs

CC, SC

Gender aspects - To ensure zero
tolerance for sexual
harassment at the
work place or in
workers’ camps /
overnight locations

- All construction
sites;
- Local
Communities

Monthly during
construction
phase
Quarterly during
operation phase

- Interviews with
women

- Inspection of
complaints

Included in
construction and
operation  costs

CC, SC, ISC

Grievance
Redress
Mechanism

To ensure
implementation of
Grievance
Redress
Mechanism and its
effectiveness

- Local
communities

- CC local
offices

Monthly - Inspection of
complaints
- Interviews with
employees
and Communities
heads

Included in
construction and
operation  costs

CC, ISC, HVEN
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Annex A: Forms

Format EM1: Staff Training Report
Month: ………………

1.1: Staff Trained according to position:

(i)Technical, (ii) Field Staff or (iii) Sub-contractor staff (use one form for each type of staff)

Date of
training

Attending
(no)

Purpose of Training Comments

TOTAL xxxxx xxxx

1.2: Yearly Training Statistics

Month: …………….. Year……………

1.2.1: Number of people trained (no)

Position Total to last
month for year

Total for this month Total for Year

Technical
Field Supervisors
Sub-contractors

1.2.2 Number of Training Sessions held (no)

Position Total to last
month for year

Total for this month Total for Year

Technical
Field Supervisors
Sub-contractors

Name & Signature

   Site Engineer / Supervisor ……………………………………….…
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 Time work commenced: …………………….…                      Time work completed:
…………….……………………

Format EM2: Selection of disposal site locations

Criteriaonwhichinformationforeachsiteistobecollected Site1 Site2 Site3 Site4
Area covered(m2)
Total Material thatcanbe dumpedwithinthe site (m 3)
Depthtowhichdisposal isfeasible (m)
Distanceofnearestwatercourse (m)
NearestSettlement (m)
Date/sofCommunityConsultation/s
Whetherthe communityis agreeable tositingofdumpingsite (Y/N)
Date ofPermissionfrom Village CouncilPresident(VCP)
Proposedfuture use ofthe Site

Name & Signature

   Site Engineer / Supervisor ……………………………………….…

 Time work commenced: …………………….…                      Time work completed:
…………….……………………

Enclosures
(Tick as appropriate)
1 Maps of each location
2 Photographs
a Each disposal location
b Approval/certificate from each community
3 Photocopies of permissions from VCPs
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Format EM3: Construction Camp and Storage Area

Construction Stage: Report - Date____ Month______ Year______
Format to be submitted before target date  of establishing camps
Location of Camp (km______ )

Sl.No Item Unit Details Remarks
1 Detailofitemcamp
a SizeofCamp mxm
b AreaofCamp sq.m
c DistancefromNearestSettlement
d DistancefromNearestWaterSource Type/Size/Capacity/Pres

entUse/Ownership
e Dateofcampbeingoperationaldd/mm/yy
f Presentlanduse
g Noothertreeswithgirth>0.3m.
h DetailsofStoragearea(Availabilityofimpervious

surface)
mxm

i Availabilityofseparatewastedisposalfromstorag
earea

Cum

2 Detailsoftopsoilstacking
a Quantityoftopsoilremoved Cum
b Detailofstorageoftopsoil Describestackingarrangement
3 Detailsofworkforce
a TotalNoofLabourers nos
b TotalnoofMaleWorkers nos
c NoofMaleWorkersbelow18yearsofage nos
d TotalNoofFemaleWorkers nos
e NoofFemaleworkersbelow18yearsofage nos
f Noofchildren nos
4 Detailsofdwellingunits
a Noofdwellings/huts nos
b MinimumSizeofDwelling mxm
c Noofopeningsperdwelling nos
d Minimumsizeofopening mxm
e Walls specifications
f Roofing specifications
g Flooring specifications
h DrinkingWaterTank specifications
i CapacityofDrinkingwaterTank cum
j SizeofDrinkingWaterTank mxmxm
k TotalnoofWC nos
l NoofWcsforfemaleworkers nos
m MinimumSizeofWC mxm
n TotalNoofBathroomsforfemaleworkers nos
o SizeofseptictankforWC/Baths mxmxm
p CapacityofWaterTankforWCs/Bathroomsandgeneralpurpose
q Fencingaroundcamp Y/N
5 Detailsoffacilities
a Availabilityofsecurityguard24hrsaday Yes/No
b DetailsofFirstAidFacility Yes/No
c AvailabilityofDayCareCentre Yes/No
d Availabilityofdustbins(capacity60ltr) nos

Name & Signature
   Site Engineer / Supervisor ……………………………………….…
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 Time work commenced: …………………….…                      Time work completed:
…………….……………………

Format EM4: Tree Felling

S.N
o

Links PhysicalTarget CompletionTarget
Total Target TargetA

chieved
%oftaskc
ompleted

TargetDate DateofCompl
etioniftaskco

mpleted

Reasonf
orDelayi

fany
Unit

1 nos
2 nos
3 nos
4 nos

Name & Signature

   Site Engineer / Supervisor ……………………………………….…

   HES and environmental specialist ………………………………….

 Time work commenced: …………………….…                      Time work completed:
…………….……………………
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EM 5 Topsoil Conservation Monitoring
Contract _________
Report No. _______
Date_______

Location

(Chainage)

Original
UseofTo
psoilrem

oved

Measuresforprev
entingspillageoft
opsoilonHaulRoa
ds(Earthen/Metall

ed)

Present
Method
ofStora

ge

Anticipated
periodofSto

rage

(Months)

Distanceo
fnearestW
atercours

e(m)

Present
Slopeof

Pile

(V:H)

Whethersil
tfencingpr
ovided?

Isanyotherc
overing/me
asureprovid
ed?Ifyes,wh

atisit?

Improvements
required

ExtentofCom
plianceason
dateofreport

Name & Signature

   Site Engineer / Supervisor ……………………………………….…

   HES and environmental specialist ………………………………….

 Time work commenced: …………………….…                      Time work completed: …………………………………..
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Format EM6: MITIGATION COMPLIANCE &INSPECTION MONITORING Report N1

Project:                                                                                                    Implementing Agency:

Scope of Inspection:

Weather Condition: Attendees: Name & Position:

Date: Monitoring visit was carried out with the presence of:

WORK SITE: General

Environmental management: environmental team, health& safety, emergency, trainings, grievance redress mechanism

Construction Activity Mitigation Measure (as per
IREMP)

Mitigation
Implemented
Yes/No/NA

Mitigation
Effective*

1 to 5

Corrective Action Request
(CAR) including deadline

for effective CA.

Resolution Status of
previous CAR

(resolved/outstanding
actions required)

Environmental team
All activities 1. Person in charge on

environmental management is
appointed and is present on-site

2. Person in charge on emergency
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management is appointed and is
present on-site

3. Person in charge on health and
safety is appointed and is present
on-site

Trainings and orientation courses
All activities 4. Workers briefed on IREMP at time

of starting employment
All activities 5. Workers briefed on ERP at time of

starting employment
All activities 6. Job-specific environmental and

safety training for workers
provided

Work site cleanliness
All activities 7. The work site kept clean from

debris, garbage, etc.
All activities 8. Bins for garbage collection are

installed
Public communication and grievance redress mechanism: environmental issues
All activities 9. People are notified on

inconveniences: electricity breaks,
etc., Required meeting with
community members on
construction activities,
environmental impacts and
mitigation measures held

All activities 10. Register of complaints maintained,
Complains observed during the
last visit addressed

Environmental parameters:Dust control
Earth works, material
delivery, removal of
existing pavement,
asphalt pavement

11. Trucks are operating using covers
12. construction sites watered
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Noise control
Operation of machinery
while earth works,
material delivery,
removal of existing
pavement, asphalt
pavement

13. Construction noise levels are
acceptable at closest sensitive
receptor

14. managed by restricting operating
hours

Operation of
machinerywhile removal
of existing pavement,
asphalt pavement

15. Vibration control managed by
reducing time exposed to
vibration,

Earth works 16. Erosion control: excavated
slopes stabilised

All activities using liquid
materials

17. Spillages are managed properly

Earth works 18. Sediment laden runoff is
prevented

All activities using
machinery

19. Tires of trucks are cleaned before
entering main roads

Earth works 20. Materials and construction waste
is either hauled from work site or
is retained temporary on-site in
spoil dumps

All activities 21. Protection of existing vegetation
and lawns

Construction waste management
Earth works, demolition
of structures,
dismantling of utilities

22. Non-hazardous waste (excavation
material, rocks, concrete and
metallic parts, etc.) is managed in
accordance with WMP

Use of chemicals, fuel,
lubricants, etc. while all
activities

23. Leakages and liquid waste is
managed in accordance with
WMP

Contractor’s facilities and equipment
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Contractor’s camp
establishment

24. Site Management Plan for the
camp available and Camp is
installed strictly in accordance with
IREMP

Contractor’s camp
operation

25. Vehicles’ and machinery parking
and maintenance is organized
properly: re-fuelling, clean repair,
etc.

Contractor’s camp
operation

26. Fuel, chemicals, lubricants and
other liquid materials’ storage is
organized properly

Contractor’s camp
operation

27. Storage of hazardous material is
organized properly

Contractor’s camp
operation

28. Camp is kept clean from debris,
garbage, etc. Waste is  collected
and disposed of in approved sites

Contractor’s camp
operation

29. Waste water collection and
treatment is organized properly

Excavated material dumping sites
Control of material
deposited on the road

30. Tires of vehicles are free of mud
and entrained material before
entering public roads.

Public roads are cleaned of any
material dropped during transit

31. Haul trucks use tarpaulins to cover
loads for transportation on public
roads.

32. Haul truck tailgates and sides fit
properly and does not allow
material to fall on public roads.
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33. No significant fuel and oil spills
visible in the excavated or
dumping area.

Earth excavation,
dumping

34. Dust control is implemented on-
dump, excavation or topsoil
stockpile site

35. Excessive site noise managed by
restricting operating hours

Earth works, dumping 36. Slopes are stable and not eroding.

Earth works, dumping 37. Sediment laden runoff from
excavation or dumping sites does
not enter natural water courses

* Mitigation Effectiveness Rating Criteria

1. Very Good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Very Poor

Attachments
(Eg. Photos, Remarks,  etc.)
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ANNEX B- Survey of Flora and Fauna within the ROW and
adjacent areas

The examination of the flora and fauna of the requested area was conducted through office
research and route and fieldwork methods. At the stage of office research reviews were made of
available publications on the biodiversity of the region, also lists of the flora and fauna
representatives specific for the region were formed, as well as their inhabitations, lifestyle specifics
and their external description was specified. A specific attention was paid to the representatives of
flora and fauna that are included in the Red List of RA, which are possibly located at Lalvar and
Noyemberyan AL (aerial lines) construction area. At the stage of fieldwork the experts visited the
region and passed through the AL trail, made observations and photographs, collected plant
samples and made a herbarium. Afterwards, the collected herbarium and other materials were
examined under laboratory conditions. The academic research of “Armenia’s Flora” (1 – 11
volumes, 1954-2010) and other sources were used when understanding the plant samples.

1. General information on the biodiversity of the region

Armenia is a typical mountainous country, where landscapes and ecosystems form complicated,
multifunctional systems that foster the formation of rich and unique biodiversity. The geographical
distribution of main biotypes of Armenia’s flora and fauna is conditioned by upward zoning and the
typographic diversity of the region, on behalf of which the biodiversity of each zone is characterized
by the composition of its species, qualitative and quantitative indicators and its professional role.

The conditions specific to 10 landscape-climate zones formed in Armenia fostered the formation of
vast diversity of flora and fauna species habitats, as a result of which there are unique
coexistences, high level of endemism and rich agro-biodiversity. The fact that Armenia is located in
the juncture of marzes (provinces) essential for the region’s flora and fauna formation, as well as is
considered as the crossroad of transit roads of migratory animals and birds also contributes to the
abundance of biodiversity’s species composition. As a result, in the quite small territory of the
country (around 30 ths. sq. m) there are approximately 3800 species of vascular plants, 428
species of soil and water seaweed, 399 species of mosses, 4207 mushrooms, 464 lichens, there
inhabit 549 vertebrate and around 17200 types of invertebrate animals.

Armenia’s biodiversity is distinguished by high endemism; around 500 animal species
(approximately 3 % of fauna) and 144 plant species (3.8 % of flora) are considered as endemic for
Armenia. Armenia occupies the leading spots in the world by the density of high-class plants: there
are around 107 species in every 1000 sq. km area.

The area of Lalvar and Noyemberyan AL construction is located at the Caucasus vegetative
province of Ijevan floristic region. Ijevan floristic region completely occupies the marz (province) of
Tavush and the Eastern part of marz (province) Lori. Here the flora creates forests, sparse forests,
coastal layer of forests along the river banks, steppes and meadows. Ijevan floristic region is
characterized by almost all zones of upward zoning. The lowest point in Armenia (400 m above the
sea level) is in floristic region, in the Debed Canyon, along the Georgian border; whereas the
highest point is the peak of mount Tezh with 3101 m above the sea level. From the point of
physical-geographical zoning, the AL region of Lalvar and Noyemberyan coincides with Northern
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folded mountains and intermountain concavities of sub-region Debed Canyon of Debed-Aghstev
sub-province’s Gugark region. The AL corridor passes through the back of the forest and low
forestry /400- 1000 m/ mountain upward landscape zones.

1280 species of high-class plants were found in the floristic region of Ijevan, out of which 19 are
endemic, 71 are registered in the RA Red List of Plants, from which it is possible to encounter 22
plant and 21 animal species in the Debed Canyon and adjacent area.

Lalvar and Noyemberyan AL on their way cross 3 natural vegetated zones: a) cereal- diversified
grass vegetated steppe, that lost its natural vegetation due to long-term cultivation and grazing
/Plateaus of Akner, Haghpat, Mets and PoqrAyrums and Tchotchkan/, b)/ xerophilous sparse
vegetation of mixed foliate /in Debed Canyon after Haghpat/, c) along the watercourse forest
vegetation /on the banks of the river Debed/.

2. Diversified grass steppe vegetation

Mountain steppes are the most popular and typical landscape types of Armenia’s vegetation, that
occupy 1200-2000 m and in separate cases 500 – 2700 m heights. As opposed to plain countries,
steppe vegetation in Armenia is very diverse and is divided into various sub-types, which can be
distinguished by vegetation to perennial grass, fescue, prairie junegrass, whaetgrass, sedge,
mugworts, diversified grass, cereal-diversified grass, tragacanth/hassock vegetation, mostly
milkvetch, etc. Lalvar and Noyemberyan AL corridor plateaus belong to cereal-diversified grass
steppe sub-type.

Prematurely dying /ephemeral/ plants form an essential part in steppe plant communities, which
include also sod forming cereals, including species of desert wheatgrass, bromus, goat grass,
meadow-grass. In spring steppes have a lush look due to ephermers that grow starting from early
spring. Most popular are rockjasmine, grasswort, poppies, gagea, cottonwood, star-of-Bethlehem,
etc. Along with summer heat these species become dry leaving the field for dry-consistent plants,
which mostly are the representatives of cereal species.

Lalvar and Noyemberyan AL mostly pass through plateaus that were cultivated or grazed for many
years. As a result, natural plant communities in these territories have been degraded and drastically
impoverished. New species, called couch-grasses, have been included in the plant community.

Based on the office research results, the vegetation typical for the mentioned territories form:

1. Fescue/Festuca valesiaca Gaudin/.

2. Sheep’s fescue /Festuca ovina L/.

3. Prairie Junegrass and Crested hair-grass: two types of species /Koelaria alboviv Domin, Koelaria
cristate Pers./.

4. Perennial grass /Bothriochola Ischaemum Keng/.

5. Perennial bunchgrass: 3 species /Stipa capillata L, Stipa lessingiane Trin, Stipa Tirse Stev/.

6. Herbaceous perennial plant/Galium verum l./.

7. Wheatgrass/Agropuron/.

8. Various species of pincushion/Scabiosa/.

9. Veronica /Veronica/ 2 species: Persian and multifid.
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10. Mugworts /Artemisie/.

11. Yarrow /Achiellea filipindulina/.

12. Rabbit-tail milkvetch /Astragalus lagopoides/.

13. Transcaucasian globe thistle/Echinopos transcaucasicus/.

14. Tabriz hollyhock /Alcea tabrisiana/.

15. Biocolour gypsophila /Gipsophila bicolor/.

16. Horned sainfoin /Onobzuchis cornuta/ hassocked dense shrub with dark pink butterfly-flower.

17. Paradox Iris /Iris paradoxa/ Dark violet flowers, external velvet dark violet petals, pink signal
stains for attracting bumblebees.

18. Caucasian Iris/Iris caucasica/ yellow, three-sided flowers.

19. Pygmy Iris /Iris pumila/.

20. Plumous Stipagrostis/Stripagrostis plumosa/.

21. Cornflower /Centaurea cyanus/ is a couch-grass.

22. Branching larkspur /Consolida orentalis/ couch-grass, grows widespread making a violet carpet
in cultivated fields.

23. Centaury/Centaurea polypodiifolida/ with yellow flowers.

24. Curly-winged prangos/Prangos uloptera/ fresh sprouts are used in food.

3. Xerophilous sparse forest of mixed foliate vegetation

Xerophilous /xerophylic/ sparse forests are widespread in skeletal, rocky steep slopes and gorges
at the heights of 700-2200 m above the sea level. They are a plant community of not-high trees and
shrubs and xerophylic-light loving herbs. Lalvar and Noyemberyan AL, after Haghpat plateau,
starting from the Northern border of Haghpat plateau /main transmission towers range AP-12  -
AP-22 –I/,  approximately 4.6 km of length pass through the right-hand side of Debed gorge, where
there is a sub-type of a foliate sparse forest. Both foliate and xerophylic forest plant communities
can be encountered within this range, which is specific to xerophilous sparse forests of Northern
side of RA. Plant communities specific to foliate forests are formed from garland, spirea, nettle tree,
woodcherry, buckthorn, jasmine /privet/, Georgian maple plant communities. Mastic tree and smoke
tree can also be encountered. The first layer of foliate sparse forest is formed from frigant herbs,
such as milkvetches, perennial bunchgrass, fescues, hegdenettles, etc. Xerophilous sparse forests’
sub-type includes pine sparse forests or junipers. Junipers encountered in Armenia /frowzy, low-
sized, long-leaved and peduncle/ are long-lived and slow-growing tree-shrub species with resistant
wood, which are adapted to dry, continental climate, poor and rocky skeleton soil. In this sense, the
anti-erosion implication of juniper sparse forest is very important. The juniper sparse forest’s
implication of biosphere sterilization is not less important either.

In the sparse forest located on the right hand side of the Debed gorge, where Lalvar and
Noyemberyan AL corridor is passing, we can encounter Georgian oak /Quercus iberica/, Caucasian
oak/Quercus maeranthera/, Georgian maple/Acer  iberica/, Oriental hornbeam/Carpinus orientalis/
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that are specific to closed forests. Whereas the following plants mainly create xerophylic sparse
forests:

1.Garland thorn /Paliurus spina-christi Mill/, is a thorny shrub with wide-edged hat-like seeds.

2. Scalloped spirea/Spiraca crenata/, low sized shrub with white flowers.

3. Fenzl’s almond /Amygdalus fenzliana/, shrub, wild version of the cultivated almond.

4. Bloody dogwood/Swida australus/, shrub or a tree.

5. Armenian hawthorn/Crataegus armena/, shrub or a tree with red fruits.

6. Mayer’s hawthorn / Crataegus Meyeri/, shrub or a tree with bright red fruits.

7. Oriental hawthorn/ Crataegus Orientalis/, shrub or a tree with orange fruits.

8. Susanyklein hawthorn/ Crataegus Susanykleinae/, endemic, treelike.

9. Transcaucasian cotoneaster /Cotoneaster Transcaucasica/, low sized shrub, is used for making
a broom

10. Caucasian nettle tree /Celtis caucasica/, a tree with a thick trunk, grows alone or in small
groups, yellow, has a strong wood.

11. Mastic tree /Pistacia mutica/, frankincense tree, wild species of a cultivated pistachio.

12. Willow-leaved pear /Purus salicifolia/, narrow, silver leaves.

13. Common barberry /Berberis vulgaris/, throny shrub with red fruits, yellow flowers were used to
colour a string.

14. Entire barberry /Berberis integerrima/, throny shrub with red fruits, yellow flowers were used to
colour a string.

15. Wild cherry /Cerasus incana/, low sized tree or a shrub, often used as graftage for cultivated
cherry.

16. Small-fruit cherry/Cerasus microcarpa/.

17. Joint-pine /Ephedra procera/, shrub, grows in rocky areas, the cracks of the rocks, yellow or
orange fruits, tastes like a raisin.

18. Silkvine/Periploca graeca/, is a liana.

19. Bryony white wrapping herb, called “Armenian Ginseng”.

20. Variegated Allochrusa/Allocrusa versicolor/, is a semi-shrub.

21. Julia’s tulip /Tulipa Julia/, the most popular wild tulip, a beautiful plant.

22. Hypericum-leaved flax /Linum hipericifolium/, a beautiful plant with light violet or blue flowers.

23. Radiate sainfoin /Onobrychis radiata/.

24. Takhtajan’s Acantholimon/Acanthalomon Takhtajani/.

25. Common privet /Ligustrum vulgais/, shrub with black bead-like grown fruits.

26. Transcaucasian globe thistle /Echinops transcacasicus/.
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27. Yarrow /Achiellea filipendulina/.

28. Plumous Stipagrostis /Stipagrostis Plumosa/, very hairy perennial herb.

29. Asian flax /Linum austriacum/, with blue flowers, multi-branch plant with small leaves.

30. False-yellow onion /Allium pseudoflavium/, Cardio-stamen onion/Allium caridiostemon/,
Broadleaf wild leek /Allum atroviolaceum/.

31. Tournefort’s Phelypaea /Phelypaea  tournefortic/, is a parasitic plant with one bright crimson
flower on the stalk.

32. White stonecrop /Sedum Album/, Causcasian stonecrop/Sedum caucasicum/.

33. Goats-wheat /Atraphaxis spinosa/, the seeds are violet plates.

34. Psephellus beautiful/Atheopappus pulcherimus/.

35 Oriental carnation /Dianthus orentalis/.

36. Vermilion everlasting /Helichrysum rubicundum/.

37. Buckthorns /Rhamnus pallassi/, is a shrub, scrubby, with thorn-like branches, black bead-like
fruits.

4. Vegetation of riverine forests

The riverine forest ecological system has been formed parallel to Lalvar and Noyemberyan AL
corridor along the Debed watercourse, the composition of plant species differs from the
composition of closed forests. More typical trees, shrubs and herbs encountered in the riverine
forest of Debed are:

1. Oleaster or Russion Olive /Elaeagnusangustifolia/

2. Virgins-bower /Clematis orientalis/

3. Salf Cedar /Tamarixramosissima/

4. Common Sea-buckthorn /Hippophaerhamnodies/

5. Almond-leaved willow /Salix triandra/

6. Elburs willow /Salix elbursensis/

7. Goat willow /salixcaprea/

8. Stone bramble /Bubussaxtatilis/

9. Great willow-herb /Epilobiumhirsutum/

10. Sharp Stranglewort /Cunanchumacutum/

11. Common mallow /Malvasylvestris/

12. Long-leaved mint /Menthalongifolia/

13. Loosestrife /Lysimachinaverticillaris/

14. Southern cattale /Typhadomingensis/
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5. Wholesome wild plants, herbs and edible plants

The region of the lower stream of river Debed is rich with plants that are applicable as herbs, are
used by people in the food /raw or processed, pickled, boiled, fried, making of jam, as species / or
have a technical meaning. In the forests of the region there are various species of wild fruit trees
/cornel, pear, apple, walnut/, berries: dewberry, strawberry. Below are the typical species of
wholesome plants, herbs and edible plants of the region:

1. Cornelian Cherry /Cornus mas/.

2. Wild Marjoram /Origanumvulgare/.

3. Woodland strawberry /Fragariaveska/.

4. Thorn apple /Daugastramonium/.

5. Tanner’s Sumach /Rhuscorieria/.

6. Red raspberry /Rubusidaeus/.

7. Pomegranate /Punicagranatum/.

8. Common walnut /Juglansregia/.

9.Bird cherry /Padusracemosa/:

In addition to these plants, there are also plants in the region that are widespread in all the regions
of Armenia.

1. Black henbane /Hyoscyamusniger/.

2. Common nettle /Urticadioica/.

3. Common dandelion /Taraxacumofficinalis/.

4. Common chicory /Cichoriumintybus/.

5. St. John’s wort /Hypericumperforatum/.

6. Thyme Kochi /Thymus Kotschyanus/.

7. Common wormwood /Artemisia absinthinum/.

8. Curly dock /Rumexcrispus/.

10. Common purslane /Portulacaoleraceae/.

11. European dewberry /Rubuscaesius/.

12. Sickleweed /Falcaria vulgaris/.

13.Common mallow /Malvaneglecta/:

6. Fauna in the region of the lower stream of the river Debed

Lalvar and Noyemberyan AL trail corridor crosses three landscape zones with a unique relief type,
where three zones and, respectively, three ecosystems of natural vegetation were created. AL trail,
starting from Alaverdi-Akner-Haghpat plateau, crosses the sparse forest on the right bank of Debed
gorge, and then crosses Debed (two times), continues its way through cultivated fields of the
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plateau and reaches its final destination. Moreover, the height of Alaverdi-2 sub-station, from where
the AL trail starts, is 940 m above the sea level, the height of Noyemberyan sub-station, where the
final destination of AL is, is 500 m above the sea level. Thus, the gap of the trail is 460 m. This fact
creates a drastic change in natural conditions, which is reflected in the composition of ecosystems
and fauna that makes an integral part of it. The diversity of fauna of the lower stream of Debed area
is conditioned by the diversity of the region’s relief. The wooded peaks of Virahayots and Gugarats
mountain ranges are located near each other, populated, mainly the cultivated plateaus, rocky
banks of river Debed and watery areas of the river. This is the reason why there is a possibility of
mutual penetration to each other’s biological areal of not only representatives of fauna inhabiting in
different ecosystems, but also the creation of separate small micro-ecosystems in the main
ecosystem.

As a result of fieldwork, common and public hamster, gray rat and common grass snake
were found in the plateau relief. Rock lizard, rock marten, fox and squirrel were encountered in the
rocky slopes of the Debed gorge. Here the life traces of weasel and rock marten are visible. A
hedgehog was encountered above the gardens of the Neghots village. The entrance of a wolf and
other forest animals into the area of lower stream of Debed is not excluded.

Life traces of a hare were found in the Tchotchkan plateau. According to residents, there is a jackal
in the area, the howl of which can be heard during night-time. A marsh frog and a water grass
snake were encountered in the water areas of river Debed, Karkop village region. Despite the
obvious pollution of the waters of Debed, availability of food for these animals in the water area and
the banks of the river is observed. According to literature data, most diverse biodiversity is at the
upper watercourse of Debed brooks. Fish include trout, Caucasian chub, Kura nase, Kura barb and
Kura labeo. From the representatives of zoobenthos here we can encounter the representatives of
both megabenthos and macrobenthos, such as oligochaeta, bloodsuckers, dragonflies, daily
butterflies, etc. There are scarse representatives of phytoplankton and zoobenthos here, since the
rivers are fast flowing.

From birds we can encounter gray raven, domestic sparrow, rock dove, wild duck at the banks of
Debed, gray partridge and woodpecker, bullfinch in Debed gorge, skylark, quail, tomtit in plateaus,
owls, eagle owls, mouse hunting hawls, etc. from feather eyries. Considering its warm climate,
Debed valley can become a migration way and temporary shelter for certain waterfowls in the early
months of spring.

There are a lot of insects (membrane-winged (ants, flies), straight-winged (grasshoppers, crickets),
solid-winged, etc.).

7. The probability of plants of the region registered in the RA Red List of Plants

As a result of office research, the existence of plants registered in the RA Red List of Plants
(provided in the below table) has become likely in the lower stream region of the river Debed.

At the stage of fieldwork, no plant registered in the RA Red List of Plants was found in the corridor
of Lalvar and Noyemberyan AL trail, which is currently under construction and near the installation
of transmission towers /15x15 m/.
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8. The probability of animals of the region registered in the RA Red List of Animals

As a result of office research, the existence of animals registered in the RA Red List of Animals
(provided in the below table) has become likely in the lower stream of the river Debed.

At the stage of fieldwork, no animal, their nests or vitality items, including migrating ways of
animals, registered in the RA Red List of Animals was found in the corridor of Lalvar and
Noyemberyan AL trail, which is currently under construction and near the installation of
transmission towers /15x15 m/.
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ANNEX C – Outcomes of Public Consultation Process
Consultation with affected communities at the design phase and
compliance with development plans.

1.1. Summary of consultation
During the design phase,HVEN in association with Contractor and the Consultant (ISC) organized
consultation meetings with local community leaders on the route alignment, compliance with
development plans, environemental and social risks and proposed mitigation measures. The
meetings summarized in table 1.

Table 1: Consultation with affected communities at the design phase

N DATE SUBJECT PLACE PARTICIPANTS

1. 20.01.2017 Presentation of the Project
and the route alignment

The Municipality
of Alaverdi

HVEN, ISC, Contractor, The
Administration of Alaverdi, The
heads of affected communities.

2. 14.02.2013
Presentation of the Project

and Aplication of
Preliminary Assessment

The Municipality
of Haghpat

HVEN, ISC, Contractor, Deputy of
Haghpat community

3. 21.03.2013
Presentation of draft

versions of IREMP and
local ESIA

The Municipality
of Alaverdi

HVEN, ISC, The Administration of
Alaverdi, local representatives and
NGO’s

Route alignment and project components presented during those consultations. The meetings well
attended by community leaders and they provided valuable information to include in the final
selection of the line route. The design group took comments about non-compliances with
development plans into consideration and made appropriate changes to the line route.
Furthermore, official letters received from all communities after the meetings.
All public hearings carried out with active participation of the community leaders. NGOs and mass
media representatives participated only in the last hearings in Alaverdi. Environmental team of the
Contractor in assossiation with experts and engineers from HVEN and ISC replied all the questions
and made necessary changes to the local ESIA report and IREMP where appropriate.

The main questions that raised during the meetings summarized in atable below.

Comment made by Comment Answer

Aarhus Center, Lori department
NGO

What types of impact will
have the Project and how
it will be mititgated?

Summary of the impacts have
been presented and some
examples how the topsoil will
be cutted and stockpiled in
accordance with local
legislation and international
good practices and standarts.

Aarhus Center, Lori department
NGO What will happen to the

Construction Contractor is
obligated to collect the waste,
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construction waste? dispose in accordance with
local legislation, and agree
dumping places with the
representatives of local
communities. Furthermore,
big stones, which occur after
the excavation, can be used
also as a defencive wall for
the towers inside of the
asquiredland.

Representative of Haghpat
community

How will the process be
concerning the
decommissioning of the
old line?

Decommissioning of the old
line is not the part of this
project. In future, it is planned
to be…

Representative of Neghots
community

How compensations will
be done for the project?

The compensations will be
done in accordance with the
existing Resettlement Policy
Framework and subsequent
Resettlement Action Plans
who are now in preparation.

Example of scanned Minutes of Meetings and participants list provided below
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Example of scanned official letters received from the affected communities on the route
alignment
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Photos of the public consultations
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